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A FEATHER floats to the ground, slowly, effortlessly
and, apparently, in silence. But, in actual fact, its fall
produces a sound capable of immense amplification.
Even a small Philips Amplifier develops power at least
10 million million times greater than that produced by
the original sound.

To -day, Philips sound reproducing equipment plays
an important role in sport, in entertainment and, above
all, in industry. In hundreds of factories Philips sound

MED

equipment is helping to speed production and to increase
efficiency in the great drive for exports.

The quality and dependability of Philips sound equip-
ment is well known. Yet in this, as in so many other
fields of electrical development, Philips scientists and
engineers are constantly seeking for further improve-
ments, for new techniques, for new ideas. It is a
tradition which has inspired the progress of a great elec-
trical manufacturing organization for over 50 years.

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED

RADIO & TELEVISION RECEIVERS TUNGSTEN, FLUORESCENT & DISCHARGE LAMPS & LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC APPARATUS HIGH -FREQUENCY HEATING GENERATORS X-RAY EQUIPMENT FOR ALL PURPOSES ELECTRO - MEDICAL APPARATUS
ARC & RESISTANCE WELDING PLANT & ELECTRODES MAGNETIC FILTERS BATTERY CHARGERS & RECTIFIERS SOUND AMPLIFYING INSTALLATIONS

CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON, W.C.2.
(P377U)
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS
The charge for these advertisements is twelve words or less 5/- and 4d. for every additional word. Box number 2/- extra, except
in the case of advertisements in "Situations Wanted" when it is added free of charge. A remittance must accompany the
advertisement. Replies to box numbers should be addressed to : Morgan Bros. (Publishers) Ltd., 28, Essex Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2 and marked "Electronic Engineering." Advertisements must be received before the 10th of the month for insertion

in the following issue.

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS
,vacancies advertised are restricted to persons or employ-
.1nents excepted_ from the provisions of the Control of
Engagement Order, 1947.
:THE QUEEN ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
BIRMINGHAM. The Hospital requires immediately
phe services of a skilled and experienced Laboratory
technician to take charge of the Physics workshop,
ivhich designs and prepares apparatus for the Radio-
!dierapy Department and other general physics appara-
tus for other Hospital purposes.
The workshop equipment consists of lathes and milling
machines, including micro -precision lathe and drilling

achine. The technician must be a skilled operator
f this equipment. Experience in a University or a
ospital Physics workshop is desirable but not essential.

The commencing salary is within the range of 1375 to
A450 per annum, according to experience.

pplications, which should be sent in at once to the
'indersigned, should be accompanied by two recent
estimonials and the names of two independent referees.

-l...;. Hurford, House Governor, Queen Elizabeth Hos-
oital, Birmingham, 15.

ERBY TECHNICAL COLLEGE, Normanton
..toad, Derby. The Governors invite applications for
the post of full-time Lecturer in Mathematics : candi-
lates should be graduates of a British University.

1,..xperience in industry would be an added qualification.
Balary in accordance with Burnham Scale. Further
iarticulars of the appointment, together with form of
application, which should be returned as soon as
ossible, may be obtained from the undersigned.

p'. Alfred Richardson, Principal.

1 SITUATIONS VACANT
;ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ENGINEERS required
;or research and development work ; good academic
qualifications and apprenticeship, industrial or research
1)xperience essential. Knowledge of any of the follow -
:mg subjects desirable : radar and television pulse
:l.echniques, centrimetric components, time -base
.venerators, A.C. and D.C. amplifiers, feed -hack
amplifiers, servos, especially low power electro-
mechanical stabilised power supply units, data
,eransmission systems, cable form layouts. Some
;mathematical ability is desirable. Write, with full
;Ietails of qualifications, experience, age and salary
r`.equired, to Personnel Manager, Sperry Gyroscope
)company Ltd., Great West Road, Brentford,
)liddlesex.

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE COMPANY
nvites applications for a Valve Engineer for the
research laboratory. This is a senior appointment

'::alling for an essentially practical man with wide
experience in the design and manufacture of electronic
tubes. A Science Degree together with a knowledge of
l2hoto-electric processes would be advantageous. The
lipplicant should be a good organiser and capable of
;(-)ntrolling staff. Remuneration will be according to
age, qualifications and experience. Apply giving full
letails of age, qualifications and salary required to,
hief of Research, English Electric Valve Co., Ltd.,

Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford.
ELECTRIC AND MUSICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.,
;have vacancies for the following drawing office per-
l;onnel, on electronic, telecommunication and electro-
(mechanical engineering : (a) Senior Electro-mechanical
Designer -Draughtsmen. (b) Senior Mechanical
,Designer -Draughtsmen. (c) Senior Electrical Designer -
Draughtsmen. (d) Detail Draughtsmen. Apply,
i;tating age, fullest details of experience and salary
tequired to Personnel Department, E.M.I. Ltd., Blyth
'Road, Hayes. Middlesex.
TECHNICAL SUPERINTENDENT required to
Control inspection and test gear sections of progressive
company manufacturing radio components in west
London area. Degree or equivalent, with several years
practical experience essential. Box 309, E.E.
ENGINEERS REQUIRED for work overseas on
)nstallation of meter wave ground radar equipment and
Instruction of local staff. Good experience in this type
of work essential. Reply, quoting Ref. No. 127. to
T.:tox 323, E.E.
THREE JOBS OPEN. Applications are invited
roin suitably qualified men for the positions of Chief

Technician, Production Manager and Production
Foreman, in a new factory in India, scheduled to com-
mence production in the autumn of 1948. Applicants
Should have held similar posts in British or U.S.A.
factories making domestic radio equipment. Three-
year contracts at agreed salaries, plus living allowances,
will be offered to successful candidates. Box 324, E.E.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL. Glass-
blower required in the Department of Physics. Experi-
ence in hard and soft glasses and glass -metal seals
essential. Salary in accordance with age and experience.
Applications, which should include particulars as to
age, qualifications and experience, together with copies
of testimonials, should be received not later than
August 21st, 1948, by the undersigned. Stanley
Dumbell, Registrar.
WANTED, SENIOR AND JUNIOR DESIGNERS
with mechanical, electrical, or tuning coil design
experience, for several long-term developments.
Positions carry responsibility and applicants should
have experience in or specialised knowledge of radio,
electrical or communication component design. Write,
giving qualifications, experience and salary required,
to Messrs. The Plessey Co., Ltd., Vicarage Lane,
Ilford, Essex.
RESEARCH LABORATORIES of The General
Electric Co., Ltd., North Wembley, Middlesex, require
an Engineer or Physicist, preferably aged 25-30, with
an Honours Degree or equivalent qualifications, and
with experience in circuitry and advanced develop-
ment work, for research in the field of telecommunica-
tions. Apply by letter to the Director, stating age,
experience and academic record.
GLASS BLOWER with technical knowledge and
wide experience in working hard and soft glass with
special reference to glass -metal seals, particularly
copper -clad tungsten and Korar wires up to r mm. dia.
Applications to Barr and Stroud, Ltd., Anniesland.
Glasgow.
SOUTH WESTERN Division of a leading company
invites applications for the post of Test Foreman.
Consideration will he given to applicants who have an
intimate knowledge of communications and radar
work to Government specifications, are able to assume
responsibility and control staff. The salary will be
£.4.00'45o, according to experience and ability. Full
details, giving age and qualifications to Box 308, E.E.
PYE LIMITED have vacancies in their engineering
department in Cambridge for Draughtsmen. Appli-
cants should have served an apprenticeship in
mechanical or electrical engineering and should have
some drawing office experience in the radio or light
electrical industry. Salary in accordance with accepted
provincial rates.
PHYSICIST OR ENGINEER, preferably University
Graduate, with some knowledge of radar, required as
assistant in the laboratory of a west of Scotland factory
engaged in the development of scientific instruments.
Applicants should be between zo and 30 years of age,
and should give full details of their technical and prac-
tical training. If necessary, a house is available.
Address, 186r, \Vm. Porteous and Co., Glasgow.

APPARATUS ENGINEER (TELECOMMUNI-
CATIONS). Light engineering firm in north London
have vacancy for a Telecommunications Apparatus
Engineer (B.Sc. or equivalent). Preference will be
given to applicants with experience of valve circuits,
acoustics, relays, transformers, etc. Graduates direct
from any University will be considered. Write,
stating age, qualifications, salary required to Box
Q,57o9, A.K. Advtg., 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
FIRM IN N.W. LONDON area, manufacturing a
wide range of industrial instruments and controls,
has vacancies in its engineering laboratory for Assistant
Development and Design Engineers. Applicants
should, preferably, have a Degree, or equivalent. in
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or
l'hysics, with a good knowledge of the fundamentals of
radio technique. Work would include the development
of electronic devices and servo mechanisms for in-
dustrial application, and practical design experience is
desirable. Initial salary will be between ,soo and moo
per annum, according to qualifications and experience.
Write Box 3r1, E.E.
A LARGE VALVE MANUFACTURER (S.W.
London) require graduates in Physics or Electrical
Engineering as Senior Assistants for their transmitting
valve development department. ,fast have had
experience in either receiving or transmitting valve
design, preferably the latter, knowledge of cooled anode
valves an advantage, and should be capable of origina-
ting and supervising development work. Salary Ooo
plus, according to age, experience, and qualifications.
Reply to Box EE586, L.P.E., Ito, St. Martin's Lane,
W.C.2, and quote reference T;t11.

SENIOR ESTIMATOR required for communica-
tions division by large established company situated in
the London area. Experience to cover extensive
knowledge of the light electrical engineering industry.
Applicants should write, stating age, qualifications,
experience, and salary required, to Box 307, E.E.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required in N.W.
London district to undertake development of electronic
equipment. Applicants should possess a Degree and
have had experience in this class of work. Knowledge
of optics will be an advantage. Applications should
state age, full particulars of experience and salary
required. Write Box 523, c/o 7, Coptic Street, W.C. I .

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT required, with experi-
ence of transformer and electronic design and manu-
facture. A knowledge of commerci, I practice would
he an advantage. Excellent prod -eras. Apply by
letter only, giving experience to data, age, and salary
required to Savage Transformers, Lt I., 51, Northgatc
Street, Devizes, Wilts.

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER required for work
on experimental types of cathode ray tubes. Applicants
should possess a Physics Degree and have had practical
experience in the design, development and manu-
facture of cathode ray tubes. London area. Applica-
tions should include details of qualifications, experience,
and salary required, and be addressed to Box 315, E.E.

SOUTH WALES. The following vacancies exist in
the development laboratories of a modern, well-
equipped factory in South Wales : Electronics Divi
sion two Senior Engineers required. Must have wide
and varied experience of development work for Govern-
ment contracts, particularly on telecommunication
and radio apparatus. Acoustics Division --one Junior
Engineer, aged 20-25. required, with sound technical
knowledge and practical experience in development of
loudspeakers, microphones, etc. Appliance Division
one Senior Engineer required, with experience in the
development of domestic electric appliances. Experi-
ence in design of fractional h.p. motors an advantage.
For all the above positions applicants must have
previous experience of factory development work.
Engineering Degree an advantage. Write, giving
details of education, age, experience. and salary
required, to Box 537. Arthur S. Dixon Limited,
229, High Holborn, W.C.r.

WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC. Laboratory
Assistant required in the phvdc; department of
Woolwich Polytechnic. Previous experience in a
physical laboratory is desirable, but lack of it will not
disqualify a suitable applicant. Salary :225-05-015
per annum. Permanent appointment (after probation-
ary period) with superannuation Sc !WNW. .Application,
by letter, to the Secretary at the Polytechnic, Woolwich,

SENIOR AND JUNIOR DRAUGHTSMEN
required inn the electronic drawing office of a large
manufacturer of radio and allied equipment, situated
in the east London area. Suitable applicants should
have Higher National Certificate or equivalent qualifi-
cations and previous experience. State age, experience
and salary required to Box 321, E.
MICROWAVE RADIO DEVELOPMENT. A
Senior Engineer and a lathennatician are required
by a company in the east London area engaged on this
work. Tochnic:ml qualifications to Degree standard are
necessary nun!, in the rase of the em.zint.,.r, previous
experience would be an :01:int:we. State details of
experience and qualifications, together with age and
salary required, to Box 32o, E.E.

HIGH FREQUENCY ENGINEER urgently re-
quired. Interesting and new development work
involving crystal control on frequencies between
4o -6o megacycles. Wide experience and ability to
tackle difficult problems associated with load matching,
automatic timing and power nw.isurements. Good
prospects, salary according to age and experience,
degree standard or equivalent. North London district.
Apply giving age, qualification, and experience, to
Box 322 E.E.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
SEE PAGE 32
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS (Coned.)

RADIO ENGINEER required as foreman of Service
Department. Must have first-class technical qualifi-
cations and practical experience of modern radio,
television and electronic instruments. Reply, giving
particulars of qualifications and salary required to
Box Q5800, A.K. Advtg., 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.2,

SITUATIONS WANTED
CONSULTING PHYSICAL CHEMIST, own
laboratory, high academic qualifications, offers services
for research and development on physical or chemical
problems. Box 313, E.E.
EX-R.A.F. TECHNICAL OFFICER, HigherNational Diploma, Electrical Engineering, Radio
Group, age 30, seeks interesting vacancy. Box 314,
E.E.
WORKS OR PRODUCTION MANAGER, age 41,
seeks position with firm in London or home counties.
Electronics, radar, television, transmitters, light
engineering and assembly. Full knowledge all factory
services. Planning, processing, layouts, personnel
and welfare. Actual experience 700 employees. Box
306, E.E.
CHIEF ENGINEER, HONOURS GRADUATE,
Ph.D., M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., seeks
change of post. Technical Director, Chief Engineer.
Twelve years responsible positions telecommunications,
electronics. Eight. years engineering training. Box312, E.E.
YOUNG ARTIST with technical experience and
ideas on styling desires position in design studio of
radio or electrical manufacturer. Box 317, E.E.

EDUCATIONAL
COMPLETE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE,
covering Amateur and C. and G.I. Examinations,
consisting of 22 lessons. Students trained for Cer-
tificates of the City and Guilds of London Institute.
Send for particulars. Orthic-Modern Institute, 72,
St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W.I.

SERVICE

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make, moderate prices.-Sinclair Speakers, x2,
Pembroke Street, London, N.'.
COIL SPECIALISTS. Tuning and oscillator coils,
I.F., L.F. and mains transformers rewound and
wound to specification. Wavewinding, L.S. repairs.
Armature and field rewinding. Rynford Industries
Ltd., 27, Arwenack Street, Falmouth, Cornwall.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS can undertake
development and assembly of radio or electronic
equipment. Winding shop with vacuum impregnation
plant. Ample space and labour available. Box 316,
E.E.
REWINDING. A specialist winding service covering
A.F. transformers, relays, solenoids, and to specifica-
tion. S.T.S., Ltd., 297/299, High Street, Croydon,
Surrey. Telephone : CROydon 487o.
HAVE YOUR RADIO, electrical and mechanical
problems solved by qualified engineers with years of
industrial experience. Designs to your specifications
and prototypes built. Estimates on request. Box
318, E.E.

MISCELLANEOUS
WE WILL BUY at your price used radios, amplifiers,
converters, test meters, motors, pick-ups, speakers,
etc., radio and electrical accessories. Write, phone or
call, University Radio Ltd., 22, Lisle Street, London,
W.C.2. GERard 4447.
PHOTOGRAPHY. We specialise in advertising and
catalogue -photography, and in series photographs for
instruction sheets. Our pictures tell the story. Behr
Photography, 44, Temple Fortune Lane, N.W.Ir
(SPEedwell 4298).
COILWINDING. Layer, wave and progressive
wave winding to specification. Prototypes or quantity
production of units and assemblies. Design and
development. Rynford Industries Ltd., 17, Arwenack
Street, Falmouth, Cornwall.

PATENTS
PROPRIETOR BRITISH PATENT No. 600,172,
unique design moving coil pickup, wishes contact
manufacturer interested in marketing on agreed basis.
Box 31o, E.E.

AUCTION
G. R.

WITHOUT RESERVE
By Order of the MINISTRY OF SUPPLY

MESSRS. FULLER, HORSEY, SONS &
CASSELL have been instructed to offer for sale by
auction in Lots at the Royal Hotel, Cumberland
Place, Southampton, on Thursday, 12th August, 1948,
at eleven o'clock precisely, surplus stores, electrical,
wireless and radar equipment at 65, O.S.D. (Don)
Lockerley, Nr. Romsey, Hants., including 3o tons new
electric cable ; 4 tons cadmium and enamelled copper
electric wire ; 6,000 headgear receivers ; 300 telephone
loud speakers ; 9,500 battery hand lamps ; flashlight
electric bulbs ; neon lamps ; hand torches ; magneto
bells, rotary converters ; battery chargers ; power
transformers ; armature assemblies ; motorised fans ;
A,A. gun mountings and fittings ; canvas predictor
covers ; cordage and numerous other effects. Cata-
logues, 6d. each, admitting two persons on view days
and one on sale day, may be had, when ready, of
Messrs. Fuller, Horsey, Sons & Cassell, Industrial
Auctioneers, so, Billiter Square, London, E.C.3.

FOR SALE

WEBB'S 1948 Radio Map of World, new multi -colour
printing with up-to-date call signs and fresh informa-
tion ; on heavy art paper, 4s. 6d., post 6d. On linen
on rollers, Irs. 6d. post 9d.

THE ENOCK PICK-UP is now available in limited
quantities. Moving coil (licenced under Patent No.
538,058) with precision made polished diamond stylus.
Weight at needle point, oz. No resonances within
the recorded range. Price, £36 155. inc. tax. Full
particulars from Joseph Enock Ltd., 273a High St.,
Brentford, Middlesex. EALing 8103.

THE MORDAUNT DUPLEX REPRODUCER, as
used in the Enock instrument, is now available
separately. Folded horn bass unit and new high note
reflector of original design, giving exceptionally smooth
response from 40/20,000 c.p.s. Even distribution over
a wide angle. Reproduction has an " atmosphere "
and realism hitherto unattainable. Price (ex works),
98 gns. (in white wood, skeleton form £88). Please
send for particulars or better still, let us demonstrate.
Joseph Enock Ltd., 273a, High St., Brentford, Middle-
sex. EALing 8103.

COPPER WIRES, enamelled, tinned, litz, cotton,
silk covered. All gauges. B.A. screws, nuts, washers,
soldering tags, eyelets. Ebonite and laminated
Bakelite panels, tubes coil formers. Tufnol rod.
Flexes, permanent detectors, earphones, etc. List
S.A.E. Trade supplied. Post Radio Supplies, 33,
Bourne Gardens, London E.4.

IN STOCK. Rectifiers, Accumulator Chargers,
Rotary Converters, P.A. Amplifiers, Mikes, Mains
Transformers, Speakers of most types, Test Meters, etc.
Special Transformers quoted for.-University Radio,
Ltd., 22, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. GERrard 4447.

TELEVISION AERIALS. Baldwin Instrument
Co., Ltd., have for disposal a limited number of sets of
duralumin tubes cut to correct length suitable for
television aerials. Price, carriage paid, dipole only
15s., dipole and reflector 25s. Cash with order or C.O.D.
Baldwin instrument Co., Ltd., Brooklands Works,
Dartford, Kent.

0 to 350 mA Moving Coil R.F. Meters, 3s. 9d. ;

generators, ball bearing for 12, 24. and 200 volts D.C.
4s. 6d. ; Neon tubes, is ; American I.F. chokes,
3s. 6d. ; American transformers, 2S. ; valves from
is. 6d. ; 23o/115 transformers, 21S. Thousands of
electronic parts in stock. Stamp for list. Jack Porter
Ltd., " Radio," 22/31, College Street, Worcester.

TELEVISOR KIT. Complete range of Erie resistors,
tolerances and wattage exactly as specified, in stock.
T.C.C. condensers and electrolytics, exact, in stock.
Belling -Lee components, scanning and focus coils,
EHT transformers, etc., in stock. Trade only. Petter
Radio Supplies, 203, Forest Road, E.17.

1948 VADE MECUM listing zo,000 valves. Universal
Services, 23, Newburgh Street, London, W.I.

ARMOUR PORTABLE WIRE RECORDER,
complete with microphone and wire for four hours'
recording, all in new condition. £145. Harris, 93,
NN'ardour Street, W.I.

" ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING " July -
November, 194o. January - September, 1942.
December, 1945. 1946 complete. January -August,
October -December, 1947. 305. od. lot. George,
77, Springfield Park Avenue, Chelmsford.

H.P. UNIVERSAL MOTORS, 4,-,1 ; KW
Alternators D.C. mains in, A.C. mains out, 425 ;
too yds. 44,.012 heavy rubber, i1; Twin mains
padded and braided, too ft., 15s. ; Loudspeaking
intercom sets, new, ; Wavenieters, I60-220
Mc/s., less 6J5 and mA meter, 7s. 6d. ; Oscilloscope
units, less 21 -in. C.R. tube, toe. ; toS13,5 3 -valve
battery 55-85 Mc; s. signal generators, complete, 25/-;
Rotaries, 12 volts D.C., 300 volts 240 niA, and 6 volts
5 amps. out, 0 ; Pint tins polystyrene solution, 6s. ;
Autosyn motors, one fitted with scale calibrated in
degrees, pair, £3 ; Co -axial cable, 45 or 72 ohms per
yd., is. ; zoo too split stators, 1,400 volt, 2S. 6d.;
Bulgin toggles, is. 6d. ; /8o watt vitreous I2K, looK,
also 130 watt 201i, 5oK, 5s. ea. ; T.C.C. 4 nil' 1,o0e
volt, 5s. ; 400 inH L.F. chokes, 5s. ; 4o Amp relay/
cut-out 9-14 volt coil, 5s. ; Postage Carriage extra.
Trade lists available. Amateur Radio Service, Canning
Street, Burnley.

1 MARCONI STANDARD SIGNAL GENERA-
TOR TF144G, 85 Bc,:s.--25 Mc ,s. Complete with
mains and output leads, £50. 2 Cossor 339 Double
Beam Oscilloscope new C.R.T. Recently overhauled
and re -valved by Cossor. One green, other blue for
photography, £45 each. I Cossor 447 V.H.F. Signal
Generator. 6.5 Mc -S.-12 Mc/s., and 16 Mc,s.-
95 Mc/s., £40. I Marconi TF3o1.131 1. I NIc,s. In-
ductance Bridge, o -so microhenries, accuracy plus or
minus 2 per cent., £30. Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd.,
277, Edgware Road, London, 1V.2. Phone : ASIB
5393 ; PAD. 6116 and 5606.

BRAND NEW Phase Control units, design " E,"
containing : Mains transformer, input 23o volt
so cps output, 250-0-250 volts, 75-0-75 volts, 4 volts
at 3 amps., 4 volts at 1.5 amps. Valves UU4 rectifier,
Thyratron GTtC, condensers, resistances, etc., in
super metal cabinet and packed in wooden container.
Only £3. New ex-R.A.F. Power Units, containing:
I, 0-1 M.C. meter, meter rectifier, 2 by 32 mfd.
600 VDC condensers, 2 by 300 m.-1 20 henry chokes,

heavy duty mains transformer, 23o volts 5o cps.
primary, sec. 350-0-350 volts at 300 mA, 2 by 6.3 volts,
5 volts, 20-0-20 volts, 2 by EF5o, r by EA5o, 5U4G
condensers, resistances, thermal delay switches, fuses,
etc., complete in wooden packing case. Bargain, £6 15s.
Brand new ex-R.A.F. Modulator Units, type 76 by
ECKO, containing : 9 valves -1 by EF5o, 3 by EF39,
x by EBC33, 2 by EF36, 2 by KT33C, 4 I.F.'s, 5 relays,
4 transformers, approx. 67 resistances and 65 con-
densers, 1 motor generator 24 volt input, 2 by 250
volts at 200 111A output ; many other items, fuses,
etc., complete in metal cabinet and packed in wooden
packing case, price £4. All the above carried paid.
S.A.E. list other interesting items. Cross, Skerries,
Newton Lane, West Kirby, Cheshire.

R1155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS, unused,
guaranteed working, £9 los. 3o, Second Avenue,
Stafford.

MAGSLIPS. 3 -in. transmitters, 27s. 6d. each.
2 -in. transmitters, 3os. each. See also displayed
advertisement, page 32. Hopton Radio, t Hopton
Parade, Streatham High Road, London, S.W.16.
STReatham 6165.

15 -IN. BAIRD C.R. TUBE. Perfect condition.
Has been stored. 412 los. Box 319, E.E.

RANCE OF PRECISION BUILT
transformers & chokes arc specified
by engineers who require accuracy
and reliability to Tropical Sumdctrds.

free APPROVED
BY 10E -ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHME NT

-'stockist: Fierry' (Shutt Warr) Ltd.
25, Higlr Holborn, London, W.I.

R.T.S. ELECTRONICS, LT° KING STREET, EXETER.
Telephone: Exeter 11)2,
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Introducing /be
of a new range
Of Industrial
Pholoceils

00 180 100 Va (v1 150

N OTE : 0 048 lumen sq. in. is the light intensity produced by
a 60 watt tungsten filament lamp at a distance of 2 ft. 6 in.
(Cathode area of Type 20CV .1.25 sq. in.)

arab
Mullard

ThVSE' photocell, have bern

rally developed to inert the e\ ting ptirrmrnt

of indipdrial electronic,. Il lIa the mimator,

117G "440- .crie. and the loll .irc HUG

serie, are of ton.trio been whit h prics id, -

the maximum po.,ible cathode area. The caefotoo

((. type) 111-1(iliscrlk listed below have high t.en,iti

vitv to infra -red anti incande.ccnt Irght. Other

indo.trial photocell. with ,pecial hittleg will his

auneutnre d in the near future.

DATA
Characteristics

Caesium Var:111rn C4c..M,r1;

20CV CV i0CG 90(6
Sen;itrvo.y 25 20 150 12,S

Max. Anode
Voltage IV) 250 100 90

Max, Cathode
Curren( (1,Ai 20 10

Max Gas Amplifi-
cation Factor 19

in tin,

ullard
THERMIONIC VALVES
& ELECTRONIC TUBES

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED, Century Shaft,-,bury Avenue, London, W C
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FREQUENCY METER
(ELECTRONIC TACHOMETER)

for Research and Industrial use

FREQUENCY METER. TYPE No. 726.

Will provide direct measurement of frequency

from o to 20 Kc/s. Most suitable instrument

for measuring frequency source containing

noise components, interference or harmonics.

Reading accuracy of better than 1% of full
scale and unaffected by mains voltage varia-

tions of to Input Signal Voltage of oi V.
to zo V. peak to peak. Wave form may be of

any contour provided it does not pass through

zero more than once every cycle.

For use on power supply of so cycle A.C. mains,

100-130 volts, zoo-zso volts.

THE need for measuring frequencies between the range of

o and 20,000 cps. has become not only very common but

also an extremely important problem in Research Laboratories

and Industrial testing ; in almost every industry whether the

application is concerned with mechanical effects (such as in

tachometry or vibration studies) or in acoustic and audio work.

In electrical and audio work the voltage examined is applied

directly to the instrument. In the case of a mechanical effect it

will be necessary to convert it into an equivalent voltage change

by the use of an electromechanical pick-up device, in particular

the Airmec Photocell Unit Type 724. designed for use with

this instrument.

Works : High Wycombe, Bucks.

AIRMEC LABORATORIES LTD.
19 CHARTERHOUSE ST., LONDON, E.C.I

Telephone : Chancery 7843
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MEASURE YOUR,. COMPONENTS

MUIRHEAD IMPEDANCE BRIDGE

It oyes attswets without andiquitg

FEAT U

RANGES
D.C. RESISTANCE:

0.001 ohm to 1.11 Megohms.

CAPACITANCE: I ppF to 100 ILF

DISSIPATION FACTOR: 0-1.2.

INDUCTANCE: I µH to 1000 H.

MAGNIFICATION FACTOR: 0-60.

ES :

1 Resistance and reactance standards.
BUILT- ji kc/s oscillator and bridge amplifier for A.C. measurements.

IN 1 Rectified A.C. source and sensitive centre -zero galvanometer for D.C.
resistance measurements.

PROVISION FOR USE OF EXTERNAL GENERATOR FOR A.C. MEASUREMENTS UP TO 10 KC/S.

PROVISION FOR USE OF EXTERNAL GALVANOMETER.

MECHANICAL INTERLOCK BETWEEN DIALS DISPLAYS ONLY ONE ANSWER.

ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED WAGNER EARTH.

ALL - MAINS OPERATION.

Full details in publication C -I04 -A - which will gladly be sent on request

Muirhead & Co. Limited, Elmers End, Beckenham, Kent. Tel: Beckenham 0041-2

FOR OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
c.R.c.73a
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Miniature
Spot Welding
ELECTRODES & HOLDERS

Wherever the engineers of electronics are gathered

together, and the subject of miniature resistors crops

up, the air is certain to be thick with phrases such as

" No Voltage " Full -rated wattage over

the complete range," " No side protuberances,"

"Axial Copper Leads," "Quality construction and

proved reliability," and there is sure to be someone

in the know who will sum up neatly by saying:
" Precisely, Painton's."

Painton's miniature resistors, of course, have no volt-

age limitation and will withstand full -rated wattage

over the complete resistance range ; also they have

axial copper leads without side protuberances. In

fact, they have all the best features --including Quick

Delivery.

PAINTON Er CO., LTD.
KINGSTHORPE I NORTHAMPTON

An electrode arrangement using two min-
iature vertical type holders, showing the
method of adjustment by means of socket

head screws and keys.

Because of the immense field and intricacy of components
to be welded, users of small type spot welders have, in the
past, been forced to manufacture their own electrodes.
To satisfy an urgent need, Johnson Matthey have added
to their well -established range of Mallory electrode holders
a similar series in miniature, specially designed for the radio
valve and electric lamp manufacturing industries.
Further particulars will be forwarded on application to :-

Specialised products of

Johnson
MatthyW .2.01

ADVANTAGES ARE :-
Economy in time and working
Flexibility of setting
Wide range -of electrode arrangements
Minimum replacement cost

JOHNSON, MATTHEY & CO, LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.Controlling Mallory Metallurgical Products, Limited.
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is

Vh. Ih.

10C1 FREQUENCY CHANGER 28.0 0.1

10F9 VARIABLE MU HE PEN 13.0 0.1

1OLD11 DOUBLE DIODE TRIODE 15.0 0.1

10P13 OUTPUT PENTODE 40.0 0.1

U404 HALF WAVE RECTIFIER 40.0 0.1

Full technical details on request.

(V.66)

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
RADIO DIVISION

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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CATHODE
RAY

TUBE

The G.E.C. 9" diameter cathode ray
tube 6501 is intended for high quality
television reception, and is magnetically focused
and deflected. The screen fluorescence is white.
The tube end is made by a special moulding technique, which produces a screen face nearly flat, and
more constant in production than is normally possible with bulbs made by the usual blowing technique.
A picture size of approximately 200x160 mms. is obtainable with slight masking of the edges and corners.
The bulb is made of high insulating glass giving a minimum of screen charging effects.
The electrode gun is designed to give a high picture brightness, with excellent definition for arelatively small voltage drive to the modulator.
Detailed technical data sheet available on request.

The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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1111111111111BRIMAIIIIMMIlr
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IN THE BEST SETS
YOU'LL SEE

DRY
ELECTROLYTIC

CONDENSERS
for

sr assis
11111111.111
IIIIMIBINIIMI

MEM.MENSIMENI

0110111111irev

SIPS

INSULATING
WASHER

CHASSIS
SHAKE PROOF,

WASHER
FIXING NUT

CAPACITANCE
in Mfds.

PEAK
WORKING

VOLTS
SURGE
VOLTS

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TYPE

NUMBER

LIST
PRICE
EachA B C

*32 350 400 2-7, I ,1,;- 312 9/-

4 500 600 28 I
.j,.. 512 7/-.

8 500 600 41 I -2 512 8/-

16 500 600 43_ II 1- 512 11/6d.

32 500 600 41 11
;3
4- 512 17/6d.

8 600 700 4-i I;- 1 922 15/ -

This condenser has a screwed boss for
one hole chassis mounting. The can is
negative and this connexion is to be made
by contact with the chassis. Where it is
desired to insulate the condenser from the
chassis, an insulating washer and tag can

be supplied for the negative connexion
as illustrated. The condenser is of all -
aluminium construction with plain foil
electrodes except where starred (*)
Send lid. stamp for Lists No. 123 and i3z
showing full range of Paper, Mica,
Ceramic and Electrolytic Condensers.

THE TELEGRAPH COPmENSER CO; LTD:

NORTH ACTON  LONDO  W 3 Telephone, ACORN 0061
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Made in Three
Principal Materials

FREQUELEX
An insulating material of Low Dielectric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.

PERMALEX
A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the small-
est possible dimensions.

TEMPLEX
A Condenser material of medium per-
mittivity. For the construction of
Condensers having a constant capacity
at all temperatures.

'Bullers
BULLERS LOW LOSS CERAMICS

BULLERS LTD., 6, LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone: Mansion House 9971 (3 lines) Telegrams: "Butlers. Cannon, London"
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Switch problems - how easy they
become when you know how and where ! It's

the knowing that matters. Because any switch

as perfect as the OAK, must have behind it
specialist resources of design, tooling and

production - plus experience. And at British
N.S.F. we have lived switches morning, noon
and night for longer than we care to remember.
Your switch problems are likely to come easy

to us, and where standard types would not be
suitable, we can place unique resources at your
disposal for special developments.

All OAK switches embody the OAK equalised

pressure, double -contact clips and the OAK
floating rotor. These exclusive features are the

ultimate in switch design - maintaining a

mechanical and electrical efficiency that gives
long life and trouble -free operation.

N.S.F. Oak Switches are genuine only when bearing Pat. Nos.
478391 and 478392 with the "N.S.F. OAK" mark. Manufactured
under sole licence of the Oak Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Chicago.

Manufacturers under licence of Cutler -Hammer Appliance Switches. Other N.S.F.
Products include Potentiometers, Paper Capacitors, etc., etc.

OAK
ETE1 THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

- DOUBLE CONTACT CLIPS

saivreHEs - FLOATING ROTORS

BRITISH N S F CO LTD KEIGHLEY YORKS. London Cfficc : 9 Stratford Place, W.I Telephone : MAYfair 4234
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MINIATURE TIME-DELAY SWITCHES
Reliable, compact, bimetal switches, glass -sealed and
evacuated, to operate after a time -delay (such as may be
needed tv allow valve -filaments to heat -up). The switch
operates n 6.3 volts and switches in a maximum of 1 amp.
at up t 380 volts AC or 600 volts DC. Ti a -delay 25 to 100
seconj so Available unmounted (Type 211QV) or with English
miniature 4 -pin ease (Type 2TQVM). For full specification
please write for Publication TV10/16. Other time -delay
switches, Publication IVIS10/16.

SUNVIC CONTROLS LTD.
10 ESSEX STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Tiks/sc 192

,---
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Switch to

Clix valveholders are pro-
tected by British and Foreign
Patents.

Delivery from stock

p010 B

rg1 IL IIII

ccsso,

B8A
VALVEHOLDERS

Used by all leading set manufacturers

Designed to B.V.A. Standard Dimensions for the new a I -glass

B8A valves. The valve is easy to insert or withdraw but is held
firm in the socket by a special retaining latch exclusive to Clix

B8A valveholders.

Plated saddle, screen, and sockets for minimum contact resistance.

Moulded body, standard fixing centre 18", hole diameter r.

THE GENERAL ACCESSORIES CO. LTD.
21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I

This three-dimensional model illustrates

the expansion properties, over a wide range

of temperatures, of iron containing varying

amounts of nickel.

The unique properties of these nickel iron

alloys make them of importance to designers

of temperature - indicating and control

devices. For further information write to -

Model by courtesy of Starkie Gardner Ltd. (after Choyenard)

MOND NICKEL COMPANY LIMITED
GROSVENOR HOUSE PARK LANE  LONDON W.I

QM!
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spA%
CABLES

141,
' /Cu LP

THE LO EST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTEN U TI 0 N

/IJAIED/ATE
DELIVERIES
FOR HOME
& EXPORT

-TRANSRADIO LTD.
C 0 NVRAOTORS TO tf.M. GOVERNMENT

 13BA CROMWELL ROAOLONDOWSWP
fri465., reto.N'srums.

7421e,t,
Reyd Z"-orienlarA

LOWATTEE.

TYPES.

IMAM
OHMS

ATTEN. LOADING

dbrfaafir;. O.D.

A1 74 1.7 0.11 0.36
A 2 74 1.3 0.24 0.44
A34 73 0.6 1.5 0.88

WOVE CAPAC MHO ATTEN.

TYPES. ,,,(Y,4 OHMS in O.D.

C 1 7.3 150 2.5 0.36
P.C.1 10.2 132 3.1 0.36
C11 6.3 173 3.2 0.36
C 2 6.3 171 2.15 0.44
C22 5.5 184 2.8 0.44
C3 5.4 197 1.9 0.64

C33 4.8 220 2.4 0.64
C44 4.1 252 2.1 1.03

PHOTOCELL
CABLE

,VEILY-. LOW
"ICAP.451TARCE:

An E.M.I. correspondence course, brings students
into direct contact with scientists of Britain's
Largest Electronic organisation.

BASIC RADIO or
for

BASIC TELEVISION

City and Guilds
Telecommunications Finals.
A.M. Brit. I.R.E.

(Ready this Autumn)
Intermediate Mathematics
Higher Mathematics
Advanced Radio

Industrial Electronics

Also FULL TIME COURSES

Whatever course is chosen, the E.M.I. staff give first hand
up-to-the-minute knowledge of the application of electronics
to industry. Write for full details to :

The Principal: PROFESSOR H. F. TREWMAN, M.A
(Cantab), M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.

for City and Gui!ds
Telecommunications Finals.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD
Dept. II, 43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4

E.5 8a.

anVIA1

The Austinlite
Rotary Switch is

port of the equip-

ment of the new
Bridlington lifeboat.

Send for folder
giving full particulars

of this heavy-duty

30 amp. switch.

PROD LI C T

AUSTINLITE LIMITED (Proprietors Chance Brothers Limited)
Dept. j Lighthouse Works, Smethwick 40, Nr. Birmingham.

years of

faultless

service

from .

because they are :-

INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED

RIGOROUSLY TESTED

MECHANICALLY SOUND

ELECTRICALLY PERFECT

TRANSFORMERS
51, NORTHGATE STREET, DEVIZES. Phone 536
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INST 1 MENT... but NOT
"Laboratory"

Price I
i'111e ' Advance ' Type E Signal Generator places an
instrument of laboratory class within the financial scope

I of every radio service engineer and experimenter.

The discerning engineer will appreciate its accuracy and stability, its exceptionally
wide range which covers all frequencies required for radio and television receivers

,and its accurate attenuating system which enables sensitivity measurements to be made
1' on highly sensitive receivers up to 60 Mc/s. Send for fully descriptive pamphlet.
i

II

MEASURING
Dept. E, Electrin

Range : 100 Kc/s-60 Mc/s
on fundamentals (up to 120
Mc/s on Second Harmonic).
Accuracy :

Guaranteed within ± I%
Attenuation : Constant im-
pedance system embodying a
matched 75 ohms transmission
line.
Stray Field : Less than 3
microvolts at 60 megacycles.
Illuminated Dial :

Total scale length 30"
Power Supply :

1 I 0-210-230 volts.
Dimensions :

13" x 101" x n- deep.
Weight : 15 lbs.

The

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Back Road, Shernhall Street,
Walthamstow, London, E.17. Telephone: LARkswood 436617.

Ip

CO SISTENTLY

PULLIN
INDUSTRIAL

SWITCHBOARD
I N ST RU MENTS

PULLIN Type S
Industrial Switch-
board Instruments
are completely
new in design.
The 4" and 6"
Rotund Projecting
Type case is of
pressed steel, has
a full open dial, and
can be converted
easily to flush type
by using a separate
fitment. The o"
dial rectangular
pattern has a clean
open scale. All

types are available in Moving Iron,
Moving Coil or Dynamometer Pattern.

We can give early deliveries-write for details
Address all enquiries to

INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Works, Winchester Street, London, W.3

Telephone : ACOrn 4651/4

E.14T
SIMPLICITY

, smoOI
.1-DEN'ATCR'.INGT. n -ON 0I mFd

TO. C A T
,05

CONN,_CT YELLOW
Te!,0

OR TO i

A \ HI' (0 EAPTI-ITOOT.-}- FOR STv

-
1-1.T.± TER
RECOVO

I. CD

METAL RCCrIAIEA

connect a

7_7

VIZSTENT UNIT

to the 350-0-350 volts winding of the normal mains transformer
and obtain a 5.5kV DC output without using an E.H.T. trans-

former and valve rectifier

Write for data sheet No. 52to Dept. E. 8

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1

TELCON Anti..Microphonic CABLES

materially assist in the successful design of

electronic instruments intended for the

measurement of minute currents of the

order of 10-10 amps. Details of this range

of 'Gee' cables may be had on application.

Founded 1E64

THE TELEGNPH CONSTRUCTION & MA:NT:HANCE CO. LT-.

Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD ST., LONDON, E.C.2. Tel: LONdon Wall 3141

Enquiries to TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S.E.I0. Tel: GREenwich ji:MC
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66 Car springs

interleaved with TUFNOL

need ni oil ! "

Tufnol provides a dry ' bearing surface

between each leaf . . . preventing metal corrosion
. . . prolonging the life of the springs . . . ensuring

a smoother, more comfortable ride.

In many thousands of ways, engineers in every

industry are taking advantage of TUFNOL.

Our Engineers will gladly help you

Can TUFNOL improve

your products

or plant?

^"Stlithi

TUFNOL LTD PERRY BARR BIRMINGHAM 228

201
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Scientific Information

T T is probable that the Royal
I -Society's Conference on Scientific
Information, reported on page 248,
would have received less notice from
technical workers had it not been
for the prominence given by the

3 daily Press to Prof. Bernal's pro-
posal for a central Publications
Board which would determine what
material was suitable for issue in the
form of printed papers.

As this proposal was not finally
put to the Conference, no more need
he said than has already appeared
in The Times leader and other com-
mentaries.* It has been said before,
in this and other technical journals,
that the scientific worker finds very
quickly by experience the type of
publication most likely to be useful
to him and concentrates on the few
that give him the best return for
his trouble in reading through them.

It is inevitable that some original
published material will be over-
looked by even the most exhaustive
search. It may appear in one of
the more obscure journals (as, for
example, Rontgen's announcement
of the discovery of X-rays), or its
significance may not be apparent
for some years after is appearance.
These conditions may lead to dupli-

cation of work or neglect to acknow-
ledge a prior claim, but they would
not be remedied by restricting the
channels of publication. On the
contrary, the provision of more
specialist publications would tend in
the course of time to simplify the
task of searching.

One of the difficulties which the
present-day worker meets is the
restricted circulation of technical
journals. One has only to look
through the bibliographies of some

Self -Binders
for

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
WE are pleased to announce that

Easibind " self -binding covers,
which can be used as temporary or
permanent binders for ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING, are now available.

Each self -binder will hold 12 copies
securely, and is lettered in gold on the
back, with space for the year of issue.

Price, in maroon cloth, Its. 6d.
Post orders for binders should be

addressed to the Circulation Dept.,
28 Essex St., Strand, W.C.2, and be
accompanied by a cheque or P.O. for
I3s. to include postage.

technical articles to see how limited
is the scope of the author's search.
Continental publications are seldom
mentioned in either British or
American references, and it would
be absurd to conclude from this that
no original work had been done in
Europe since 1939.

Paper shortage is certainly an
important factor, but it is not the
deciding one, and its effect could be
minimised by an increase in publica-
tion of short summaries and
abstracts. One of the points stressed
at Conference was the importance of
improving existing abstracting ser-
vices and making their work more'
widely known. Lecturers in techni-
cal colleges and universities could
help materially if they instructed
students in the existing sources of
information and where to find them.
There are still too many entering
research establishments who are un-
familiar with the contents of the .
principal scientific libraries and how
to set about finding references, and
the knowledge of where to acquire
information is often of greater value
than the storage of the information
itself.

The Times, June 21st., 1948.
The Observer, June 27th. 1948.
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Drilling radio set piece parts. Three
holes are required, and the drill is
precentralised in an indexing jig

SKILLED
HANDS

These photographs, reproduced
from a booklet of this title,
issued by the National Institute
for the Blind, show how blind
workers can be usefully
employed in various branches
of the radio industry.

Photos taken at
Philips Lamps Ltd.

Glass cane cutting on a serrated
cutting wheel

Annealing radio valve 'pins in an Piercing radio set components onopen gas flame. shielded from the a 25 -ton press with pre -closingoperator interlocking guard
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The Miller Integrator
By B." H. BRIGGS, M.A.*

The first of a series of three articles dealing with the basic theory of the Miller Integrator and its
application to circuit technique. The properties of this circuit were first investigated by the late A. D.
Blumlein, and it has been suggested that the term " Blumlein Integrator " is more appropriate, but
the name " Miller Integrator " is now firmly established owing to its derivation from the Miller Effect.

( A HILLER Integrator1.2 is a cir-
1 k cuit in which a form of feedback
s applied to an amplifier, the effect
eing to constrain the output volt-
ge to be proportional .to the

integral of the input voltage with
'espect to time. Fig. 1 shows the
'iasic feedback circuit. The ampli-
ier must have a high gain, be
.ihase-reversing, and have a high
jnput impedance. The input volt-
fige V may be an arbitrary function
lif time, all the voltages in Fig. 1
Toeing instantaneous values. The
integrating property of the circuit
l!an be demonstrated at once if two
)assumptions are made :
1

(i) The changes in V, required to
produce a finite output are negligibly
irriall, owing to the high gain of the
amplifier, and so V, can be neglected
ln comparison with V and V..

(ii) The current in R is equal to
Ithe current in C, i.e., no current
fi.ows into the amplifier input
:erminal (owing to the high input
mpedance).
From (ii) we have

I

V -V0-
C

d
i

R dt
(V0 - V.) (1)

and, making the approximations in
(i), this becomes

V -07.
R dt

or V. = - -T,.--R1 tf Vdt + v.
O

(2)

(3)

where vo is the anode potential at
time t = o.

This type of feedback is often
applied to quite complicated ampli-
fiers, containing several valves and
possibly also transformers. In such
cases there is the possibility of oscil-
lation round the feedback loop, due
to phase shifts, stability being deter-
mined by the Nyquist criterion for
feedback amplifiers.

The rest of this article, however,
is concerned only with the most
common case, in which the ampli-
fier consists of a single pentode
* Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge

SYMBOLS USED
A D.C. Amplification = giuRL
C Value of " Miller " Capacitance

from anode to grid
gm Slope of valve in A/V.
/a, /go' ig2 : See Fig. 3
R Value of " Miller " resistance

(grid leak)
RL Anode load resistance
t Time
T, Total duration of " run-down,"

or time base length in secs.
V Voltage applied to grid leak R
V' =(V±V0)-the corrected value

of V to allow for the fact that the
mean grid potential is negative with
respect to earth by an amount Vo.

Va Anode potential, or output voltage
Vb H.T. potential
Ve Cut-off bias
Vg, Control -grid potential
Vg, Screen -grid potential
Vg3 Suppressor -grid potential

V

Input
Voltage

R

Fig. I. Basic " Miller feedback " circuit

F g. 2. " Miller Valve" circuit, using single
pentode

valve. Fig. 2 shows the circuit,
which is always stable. The
arrangement is often referred to as
a " Miller Valve." A resistance
is shown in the anode circuit, but
other types of anode load are quite
common. In normal operation the
grid potential is slightly negative
t The manner by which the correct " biasing " of the
valve is obtained varies in different circuits, and is
explained in detail later.

with respect to cathode,t so that the
effective input voltage is V + V.,
where V. is a small positive con-
stant of the order of a few volts.
(We are neglecting here the actual
motion of the grid; V. is the mean
negative grid potential). A better
approximation to the output voltage
is therefore

1
V. = -f V'dt + vo

CR

where I" = + Vo
An important case arises when V

is constant. The anode potential
change is then linear with time

dV.
dt CR

volts sec. (5)

V't
or V. = Vb - -CR

if V is positive and the integration
is started at t = o, when the anode
is at H.T. potential Vb. The anode
potential falls linearly from Vb, an
effect referred to as a " Miller run-
down " of the anode or simply a
" run-down."

Considering now the fact that the
gain of the valve is finite, it will be
seen that this will cause two modi-
fications to the reasoning used
above. In the first place, the
current in 1? will no longer be con-
stant, owing to the changing grid
potential, and so the anode poten-
tial variation will no longer be
exactly linear. In principle this
departure from linearity can be
avoided by letting V and R tend to
infinity, while keeping FIR con-
stant. This point will be neglected
for the time being and taken up
again in Part II. The second effect
of finite gain is to change the scale
of the anode waveform. This is
because (6) really represents the
total potential variation across C,
and a fraction A + A) of this
appears at the anode, and a fraction
I/ (1 + A) at the grid.

Thus,
( A 17't

A ) CR
In this equation it is legitimate to

(4)

V. = (6')
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take the gain of the valve, A, at its
D.C. value kuRL in spite of the
presence of C, because the current
in C is constant (or very nearly con-
stant), so that changes in grid
potential are reflected as changes in
the current in Rr, exactly as if C
were absent.

Equation (6') is the basis of
several time -base circuits, the prin-
ciple being equally applicable to
triggered and self -running time
bases. The circuits differ only in
the way in which the run-down is
started, and the arrangement used
to " flash -back " to the starting
point at the end of the linear sweep.

It should be noted that the time
base speed (rate of change of anode
potential during the run-down)
depends mainly on the accurately
known values of V, C, and R, and
only slightly on the more uncertain
and more variable quantities A and
V.. This relative independence of

valve characteristics, H.T. potential,
etc., is one of the main advantages
of the circuit and is due funda-
mentally to the use of negative feed-
back. The feedback also tends to
maintain the linearity, even if
the amplifier characteristic is
curved.

In a second class of circuit the
same linear " run-down " is used,
but it is the lime taken for the
anode to fall through a known
potential which is important. The
applications of this principle to the
production of delayed marker pulses,
timing circuits, etc., will be obvious,
and again the circuits have advan-
tages similar to those mentioned
above, over circuits in which feed-
back is not used.

For the remainder of Parts I and
II only the linear run-down case
(Vs a fixed positive voltage) will be
considered.

The problem, then, is to control
the Miller valve in such a way that
the anode potential falls linearly for
a certain length of time and is then
returned to its starting point as
rapidly as possible. Three methods
of achieving this will now be
described under the headings " Sup-
pressor Switching," " Grid Switch-
ing " and " Grid -leak Switching."
(Figs. 3, 5, 6 respectively). It will
be assumed for the present that an
independently generated square
waveform is provided, by means of
which the time base is to be con-
trolled. It should be understood,
however, that these basic methods
of switching also occur in more com-
plex self-operating circuits of various
types, in which the square wave is

produced internally by the circuit
itself.

The currents and voltages at all
points in the circuits will b investi-
gated in considerable detTil. This
assists in obtaining a clear physical
picture of the operation. It will be
convenient at some points to give
numerical values, which will be
appropriate to a valve of the EF50
class.
Suppressor Switching

The circuit, notation and wave-
forms are given in Fig. 3. A
square wave of about 100 V ampli-
tude is passed to the suppressor via
Ci, and is D.C. restored by the diode
so that its upper level is at earth
potential. During the negative por-

Fig. 3. Control of Miller valve by suppressor
switching. The waveform at the various
points in the circuit is shown in the diagram

below
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tion AB, therefore, the suppressor
is below cut-off potential, and no
anode current can flow, while during
the period CD the suppressor is at
earth potential. The operation is
best described in stages:
(I) Quiescent Condition

Immediately before the point
marked :11 the circuit is completely
quiescent. The anode is at
potential rh, anode current being
zero, because the suppressor is below
cut-off: the whole cathode current
is flowing- to the screen grid. Grid
current of itmount R is flowing,
the grid .tieing very nearly at earth
potential.* The condenser C is
charged to potential VI,. The cur-
rent conditions are

L = IL - = 0,
111- L = V/H

(II) Initial Drop (BC)
At B the suppressor is suddenly

brought to earth potential, so that
anode current is able to flow. There
will be an instantaneous drop in
anode potential, A I', and an equal
drop must occur at the grid, owing
to flu- condenser C connecting- anode

The grid cannot, of course, rise appreciably above
earth potential in spite of the presence of the liositivi,
voltage V, as this would necessitate it large grid
current flow through 11, which is a high resistance;
The actual grid potential can by means of a
load line on the characteristic in the usual way.
See footnote on previous page.
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and grid.* A V cannot, therefore,
be large, as might be expected at
first sight if the feedback is over-
looked, but must be less than the
grid base of the valve, and such that
the circuit tis instantaneously in

if equilibrium immediately after it has
occurred. The anode current at all

!!lines is uniquely determined by the
grid potential by virtue of the valve

I characteristic, so that if the anode
current immediately after the initial
drop is determined the corresponding
grid potential can be found. This
anode current is made up of two
larts. Firstly there will be a
current A / RL flowing in RL.
Secondly, there is now a cur-
rent flowing in C. This current
must be equal to the current in R,
because there is no longer any grid
current; and the current in R is now
(1 i A V)/ R. Thus the anode
current immediately after the initial
drop is

+ AV AV
1?

(7)

If the valve characteristic is taken
to he L. = g.,(Vei + Ve) (a linear
characteristic with cut-off at -
olts) then

I' -4- A V A V - o.o( -- AV + V.)
11 Rr.

Solving for A V gives
Vo - R,o

AV 1 + 1 -I- -)1
RL

.. (8)

In a. typical case the product Rgo,
will be of the order of 1,000, and R
and RE will he of the same order.
Thus the approximation AV ,'7:zVo

is justified. This simply means that
he anode current immediately after

the initial drop is very small, so that
the grid falls nearly to cut-off.

If A V is required more accurately,
the actual valve characteristic must
be used, and successive approxima-
tion, or a graphical construction,
will he necessary.
(III) The Run -Down (CD)

The equilibrium reached after the
initial drop is only instantaneous,
because the current flowing in C
at. once begins to discharge it. The
potential across C therefore de-
creases.

The change in potential is shared
bet ween the two plates, the lower
plate (grid) rising and the upper
plats (anode) falling. Owing to the
* The initial drops at grid and anode are no longer
equal if there is appreciable capacity from grid to
earth. This effect is discussed in the section on the
Sanatron circuit, in Part IIT.

amplification of the valve, however,
the motion of the upper plate will be
much groater than the motion of the
lower plate. If the motion of the
lower plate is negligible, the current
in C will be constant at the value.

V + AV V'
/K = IR - R

The potential across C therefore
decreases at a constant rate V' I CR
volts I sec., and this change all
occurs at the anode, which falls
linearly in potential at this rate
(Equation 6),I. The anode current
consists of two parts, the initial
value given by (7), plus a linearly
increasing part equal to the current
in Re, :

± AV AV V't
- (9)-1-

1? RL CRRL.

The grid potential must actually
rise during the run-down by just the
amount required to produce this in-
creasing anode current. If the
valve characteristics were perfectly
straight (go, constant), the rise in
grid potential would be linear, but
this will not in general be the case.
If RL is increased, the required
change. of grid potential
decreased, the current in R will be
more nearly constant, and the
linearity will be improved. Thus
values of RI, much higher than would
be used in a normal amplifier are
common. In a normal amplifier,
increase of RL beyond a certain
stage gives very little improvement
in gain, because the anode current
has to be decreased, and gm falls
almost in proportion to the decrease
in anode current. In the present
case this does not apply, because
there is a constant anode current
flowing into C (first term in Equa-
tion (9)) and this enables the slope
to be maintained even if the current
in Rr, is negligible.

To remove any possibility of con-
fusion, it may be desirable at this
point to discuss the relation between
-V., AV, and Vo. It has just been
shown that A V is in many cases very
nearly equal to Ve, though it may be
appreciably smaller, particularly
when R<R,L. F. is the mean nega-
tive grid potential during the run-
down: it is relevant because the

ean rate of the run-down is usually
more important than the initial rate.
The initial rate is (I' + AV) I CR,
and if the gain was sufficiently
high for grid motion to be negligible,
this rate would be maintained
T Here and for the rest of the article, the factor

.A411 of equation (6') is omitted.

throughout the run-down, and we
would have V. = AV . As, how-
ever, the grid actually rises in poten-
tial during the run-down, V.< A V;
with linear valve characteristics Vo
is obtained by subtracting half the
grid motion from AV. The fact
that these distinctions have been
made should not be taken to sug-
gest that in practice either AV or
V. can be precisely calculated in
advance, since in any case they
depend ultimately on individual
valve characteristics.

The run-down continues until it is
terminated either by the action of
the original square wave, or by the
anode falling to cathode potential.
The former alternative will be taken
first.
(IV) The Flashback (DF)

At D the suppressor is returned to
-100 V by the square wave, and

anode current iscut off. The anode
tries to shoot positive, and carries
the grid with it until grid current
flows; the grid is then prevented
from rising any further and the
anode motion becomes an exponen-
tial recovery of time constant CRL
to Vb, as C charges through RL. The
current conditions are

-IK = - = .1g1 -V I R.
When the recovery is complete, and
IL and Ix have decayed to zero, we
have do. = V/R, and are back at
the quiescent condition. Thus one
complete cycle of the operation has
been described.

We must now consider what
happens if the period CD of the
square wave is lengthened to D',
so that the anode falls to earth
potential and remains there for some
time, before it is flashed back by
the square wave. The situation is
then as shown by the dotted wave-
forms in Fig. 3. When the anode
approaches earth potential the gain
begins to fall, owing to the knee in
the characteristic being reached.
The rate of rise of grid potential
therefore increases, and the rate of
fall of anode potential decreases.
Eventually the gain becomes zero,
anode motion' ceases, and the grid
rises rapidly, owing to the lack of
feedback, until grid current begins
to flow. As no further current can
flow to the anode, the extra cathode
current all flows to the screen.
There is then a quiescent condition,
in which the anode is said to be
" bottomed." With usual valves of
Rj, (order of 100,000 ohms) bottom-
ing takes place when the anode falls
to about 10 volts.
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- 10v

+300V

Square wave Input

The bottomed state continues
until the point D', when anode cur-
rent is cut off, and the usual
exponential recovery takes place.
(There is no positive jump in this
case, because the grid is already at
earth potential, and drawing grid
current).

The most important waveform in
Fig. 3 is, of course, the anode wave-
form, which is obviously suitable
for use as a time base, the speed of
which can be controlled by chang-
ing the potential V, or the valve of
R, while C may be switched in steps.

Suppressor switching is probably
the most common method of control-
ling a Miller valve, and has been
described very fully for that reason.
From the instructional point of
view, it is easy to examine the volt-
age waveforms with an oscilloscope,
but the current waveforms are not
readily observable. Fig. 4 shows a
very slow running circuit, in which
the voltages and currents at all
points can be measured with
ordinary meters, and plotted as
functions of the time with a stop
watch. The values are chosen to
give a run-down time of 24 secs. and
a flashback time constant of 4 secs.
Some selection may be necessary in
order to find a condenser of suffi-
ciently low leakage.

With this circuit it is possible to
reproduce all the waveforms of Fig. 3
experimentally.
Grid Switching

Again a square wave is used to
control the Miller valve, but this

Fig. 4.
Demonstra-
tion circuit for
a suppressor -switched
Miller valve

Fig. 5.
Control by
grid  switch-
ing. The
waveforms at
various points
are shown on
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time it must swing both positively
and negatively about earth poten-
tial. Only a small amplitude is
required; in this case, shown in
Fig. 5 as x-15 volts, (the exact ampli-
tude is unimportant). The wave-
form at point X will be as shown;
during the period AB its negative
excursion is limited by the diode D,
to a value just greater than the cut-
off bias of the valve (say -10 volts).
The cathode of Di will be at -10
volts during this period, and so the
grid of the valve will also be held at
-10 volts by current flow in D. (the
diodes are asumed to be low im-
pedance, so that there is negligible
voltage drop across them). Such
an arrangement is often called a
" clamping circuit," and its action
can be summarised by saying that
during the period AB the grid is
clamped at -10 volts, while during
CD it is released, and free to take
up any potential as determined by
the rest of the circuit. With this
brief explanation of the grid clamp-
ing circuit, the rest of the operation
should be obvious from the wave-
forms in Fig. 5, most of the features
being similar to those already
explained in Fig. 3. The chief
difference is that there is now an
upward jump at grid and anode
immediately before the run-down,
the magnitude being in the present
ease (10 - T7c) volts, approxi-
mately. Similarly there is a down-
ward jump coinciding with the back
edge of the square wave. The
object of limiting the negative

excursion of the point X to a poten-
tial only slightly greater than V,
is to keep these jumps as small as
possible. Only two current wave-
forms are shown; grid current, and
current in the diode D., the rest of
the current waveforms being similar
to those in Fig. 3. It will be noted
that it is only if the anode is
allowed to bottom (dotted curves)
that grid current ever flows in this
circuit.

An advantage of grid switching is
that the cathode current is zero in
the period between the linear
sweeps, whereas in the suppressor -
switched circuit there is a large
cathode current, all of which flows
to the screen grid. In the latter
case the permissible screen grid
wattage is often a limiting factor,
particularly when the linear sweep
occupies only a small fraction of the
total repetition period.
Grid Leak Switching

This example is different from
the two previously considered, inthat there is no discontinuous
" switching -off " of current in the
valve, which operates as an inte-
grator for the whole of the time.
The square wave is applied at the
end of the grid leak, and the anode
waveform is the integral of the
square wave, i.e., a saw tooth wave-
form (Fig. 6). An important con-
dition should be noted here. We
can only integrate a waveform con-
tinuously if the mean value of its
integral is zero, otherwise the excur-
sion of anode potential would in-
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crease without limit. Fortunately,
it is very easy to satisfy this con-
dition; it is only necessary to pass

A the waveform through a CI? -

coupling, of time constant suffi-
) ciently long to impose negligible
distortion. In Fig. 6, the resistance
R' is returned to a potential - V.
to provide grid bias for the valve,
and the square wave after passing
the coupling C'R', will swing be-
tween potentials Vi and - V2 such
that the mean departure from -V. is
zero. Vi and - V2 are easily calculated
if the total amplitude of the square
wave ( V1+ V2), and its mark -to -space
ratio, T2/ TT, are given. The rates
of the two linear portions of the
anode waveform will then be ViICR
and - V2 / CR volts per second,
(neglecting the grid base correc-
tion to Vi and - V2). A jump of
8V in anode potential occurs at each
transition, as the current in C has to

I change discontinuously from Vi/R
i to -V2IR, which requires a change

of anode current

't
Vc- V2 \ (Vi + V2)
.R 1?) R

1

Fig. 6. Grid -leak switching, with the wave -
;1 forms at the various points shown in the

below

OA

LD

cc

C

The jump in grid potential
required to produce this will be

( + V2)
8V

gmR
(10)

(The small current changes 8V IR
and 8V/RL in R and RL respectively
have here been neglected in com-
parison with the current change in
C).

The true integral of the input
waveform would not contain the
jumps 8V, and it may be asked why
the integration breaks down at these
points. The answer is that the cir-
cuit behaves as an integrator only
if the gain of the valve is high at
all instants in the duration of the
input waveform concerned, and for
sudden changes of input voltage the
gain is zero, owing to the presence
of C.

With this circuit the valve must
be biased to the middle of the
straight part of its characteristic,
and the anode load chosen to allow
the required positive and negative
excursions from the mean level.
This should be contrasted with the
two previous circuits, in which no
grid bias is necessary, and in which
the anode load can be made much
larger than for a normal amplifier.
The reason for this is simply that
the present circuit is required to
integrate in both directions, where
previously the integration is in one
direction only, viz., decreasing
anode potential.

(To be continued)
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The Work of the N.P.L.

INa recent " open clay," visitors
to the National Physical

Laboratory at Teddington had an
opportunity of seeing the progress
made during the past year in various
branches of research, as well as
inspecting the Laboratory's equip-
ment for precision measurements of
all kinds.

The importance of aerodynamical
research at speeds approaching the
velocity of sound is fully appre-
ciated, and until recently the N.P.L.
possessed the only high speed wind
tunnels outside Farnborough capable
of fundamental research on a reason-
able scale. A new small tunnel has
been constructed for supersonic
investigation and to serve as a scale
model for future projects.

In the engineering section, the
study of lubrication of machine com-
ponents has been helped by the use
of strain gauges in conjunction with
a C.R.O. to obtain continuous
records of frictional force. An
electronic circuit is arranged to stop
the test machine should the increase
in friction indicate that seizure of
the bearing is imminent. The
principle of this device should have
a wide application where the
approach to an unsafe condition is
accompanied by an increase in linear
strain in one element of the machine.

Freqiienev standards for centi-
metric waves have been devised by
multiplication from a quartz fre-
quency standard, and controlled
frequencies are now obtained from
350 lIc/s. to 8,000 Mc/s. at inter-
vals of about 1 per cent. One of
the applications of this equipment
is the study of the R.F. spectra of
atoms and molecules. The spectrum
of the ammonia molecule, for
example, has been found to have
lines in the region of 23,000 Mc/ s.,
and the frequencies of these have
been measured to an accuracy of
1 part in 10% Such lines can be used
as standards of frequency and the
possibility of obtaining molecular
standards of this kind is exciting
considerable scientific interest.

The Director of the Laboratory,
Sir Charles Darwin, points out that
one of its primary functions is to
assist industry to solve scientific
and technical problems which come
within its scope. He would be
pleased to receive suggestions for
research items of major or imme-
diate importance which would be of
help to manufacturing organisations.
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The Royal Society's Conference On Scientific
Information

Held at the Royal Society and the Royal Institution, June 2I-July 2, 1948
THE Empire Scientific Conference

called by the Royal Society in
1946 recommended that a conference
should be convened to examine the
possibility of improvement in exist-
ing methods of collection, indexing
and distribution of scientific litera-
ture and the extension of existing
abstracting services. The recent
meeting in London, which was
attended by representatives of
libraries, societies and institutions
responsible for publishing, abstract-
ing and information services, as well
as by representatives of Common-
wealth scientists and observers from
the U.S.A. was the sequel to this
recommendation. Some limitation
of this enormous field was imposed by
considering the subject mainly from
the user's point of view.

An immense amount of preparative
work had been carried out before the
conference began, and some of the
papers laid before it will be of
permanent interest. The work was
divided into four sections, in each of
which a number of working parties
were set up with specific terms of
reference.

Throughout the conference every
effort was made to draft recom-
mendations in such a way that
action was required by a particular
body. To this end it was proposed
that where no existing body could
appropriately take the required
action, the Royal Society be invited
to convene a number of standing
committees. Of these the most
important is a committee, repre-
sentative of the interests present at
the conference, which will have the
primary task of initiating opera-
tional research into the ways in
which scientific literature and in-
formation services are used. The
preliminary analysis of a pilot ques-
tionnaire on the reading habits of
some 200 scientists was before the
conference, and from the results
obtained it was clear that much
more could usefully be done on
similar lines. Standing consultative
committees were proposed on the
question of subject classification and
indexing and on abstracting. The
latter is primarily charged with
fostering co-ordination and co-
operation between abstracting
agencies in order to reduce unneces-

sary duplication and to fill in the
gaps in the present abstracts. It was
also proposed that standing con-
sultative committees of editors of
scientific journals covering related
groups of science should be con-
vened to consider common editorial
problems, including the allocation
of papers to the most appropriate
journals.

At the opening session Sir Henry
Tizard, chairman of the Govern-
ment Advisory Council on Scientific
Policy, indicated that the Govern-
ment would listen sympathetically
to requests for funds for carrying
out the recommendations of the
Conference, and during the closing
session Dr. D. W. Bronk, of the
National Academy of Sciences,
U.S.A., said that America would be
willing to make a similar contribu-
tion.

Section I was concerned with the
publication and distribution of
original papers. The most impor-
tant concrete recommendation
which it made was the sugges-
tion that " precis journals," such
as that issued by the I.E.E., con-
taining extensive summaries of
papers which are published in full
elsewhere, should be investigated.
The purpose of such journals is to
enable the scientist to keep in touch
with developments in fields outside
but related to his own, without
having to read all the papers in full.
It is claimed that they would be of
special value to scientists in the
Commonwealth and colonies who
have no easy access to comprehen-
sive libraries. Other points dis-
cussed in Section I were the need
for great improvements in the style
of writing and presentation of
papers before submission for publi-
cation, the desirability of some
standardisation of the format and
make up of scientific periodicals,
and the provision of means for
making available copies of scientific
documents which are unsuitable for
publication in full. The importance
of reprints or separates and ways of
increasing their distribution and
the need for increased support by
governments of central scientific
libraries such as the Service
Library were also considered. It is
hoped that all those who are con-

cerned at any stage with the pub-
lication of the results of research
will read the conclusions and recom-
mendations of this section in full.

Section II dealt with abstracting
services. The question which
caused most discussion here was
whether author's summaries could
be used as the basis of abstracts.
While it was generally agreed that
at present very few authors' sum-
maries were good abstracts, it was
pointed out that their use would
not only reduce the cost of publica-
tion of abstracts, but would also
minimise the delay between the
appearance of a paper and of its
abstract. On the other hand, some
of the more specialised abstracting
agencies would never be able to
rely completely on author's sum-
maries, however much they might
be improved. It was recommended
that the editors of journals should
be invited to co-operate with the
abstracting agencies by providing
factual summaries of all papers in
a form suitable for use as the basis
of an abstract. If possible these
summaries should be distributed
when the paper is sent to the
printers. Many minor reforms in
the presentation of abstracts were
proposed, nearly all of which are
already practised by one or other
of the abstracting agencies. It will
probably surprise many that there
are over 100 different journals con-
taining abstracts published in the
United Kingdom alone, in spite of
which some fields of science and
technology are very inadequately
covered. This situation will pro-
vide the main task of the proposed
standing committee.

Section III was concerned with
indexing and other library services.
In this section it was clear that
much more research was needed
before useful recommendations
could be made. While, for instance,
the potential value of the Universal
Decimal Classification was recog-
nised strong criticism of certain
details of its application and of the
inevitable time lag between the
development of new subjects and
the publication of their decimal
classification numbers was voiced.
Research into this and other

(Continued on page 267)
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Fifteen -inch Glass

Betatron Toroid

By

L. RUSH FORTH, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.*

S. J. MORRISON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.*

and J. G. BRETT*

nr, HE betatron or induction
accelerator is one of the lesser -

known electronic devices now being
used in research by nuclear physi-

Usts for the generation of X-rays at
:extremely high voltages. By employ-
ing acceleration of electrons spin-
ning in a circular orbit, a high
aleetron velocity can be attained
'without the necessity of equipment
(operating at more than a fraction
pf the equivalent electron voltage.
rrhe construction of a 2.3 Mev beta-
tron has been described by Kerst'
(and the same author has described
a 20 Mev unit built for use in the
"University of Illinois.' A concise
ilescription of the betatron has also
peen given by Wilson.'

In common with other electronic
devices, the betatron requires a high
vacuum envelope in which an elec-
tron stream produced by thermionic
emission can be accelerated and
moved about under control. This

',envelope takes the unusual form of
a hollow toroid (popularly called a
!," doughnut ") with a number of
;side tubes into which electrode and
target systems may be fitted. The
cross-section of the chamber may be
icircular, but in the larger betatrons
it is more usual to employ an
elliptical or rectangular cross-section
/in order to reduce the magnet gap.
The material of which the doughnut

made must be an electrical in -

'1* The Research Laboratory, British Thomson.
Olouston Co. Ltd., Rugby, England.

Fig:). The glass toroid

sulator as it forms a complete turn
in a magnetic field and must also
be vacuum tight. Low expansion
borosilicate glass has been used
successfully in built-up toroids and
the one-piece all -glass toroid des-
cribed below_ was made in B.T.H.
C.9 glass. Gfazed ceramic has also
been proposed as a suitable material
and may have certain advantages in
the construction of very large
toroids which are usually built up
from hollow segments.

The all -glass one-piece toroid
shown in Fig. 1 is to be used in a
20 Mev betatron similar to that
described by Kerst. This toroid is
of rectangular cross-section with an
unusually thick wall which is neces-
sitated by the vacuum loading on
the non -circular section. The prin-
cipal dimensions are :

Orbit diameter ... 15 in.
Dept of section ... ... 2 in.
Radial width of section 3 in.
Wall thickness 3/16 in.

Method of Construction
The toroid was constructed from

glass channel rings which had been
blown in a special bulb mould. A
pair of channels were sealed together
to form a hollow ring and radial side
arms were added at a subsequent
operation. The same general prin-
ciple was followed at both stages,
namely, to maintain the whole of
the glass at a temperature within
the annealing range, while carrying
out local sealing operations using a

hand torch. In this way the shock
of applying an oxy-coal gas flame to
a thick-walled vessel is minimised
and stresses resulting from the seal-
ing operation are relieved in the
surrounding glass.

Specially -constructed equipment
was required comprising two ovens
both arranged so that a limited
amount of the glassware was
exposed for hand -sealing operations,
the remainder being wholly con-
tained in the oven. The internal
arrangements were such that the
glassware could be rotated slowly
by hand for sealing and then motm-
driven continuously for annealing.

The principal difference between
the two ovens is in the plane of
rotation of the glass, which is
horizontal for sealing the channels
together and vertical for sealing the
side arms in ppsition. The horizontal
sealing oven is shown set up for use
in Fig. 2.

A simple form of oven construc-
tion was employed as the number of
doughnuts to be made was small,
but the relatively crude nature of
the equipment was in itself a great
advantage when experimental modi-
fications had to be made.
Glass-blowing Operations

The sequence of operations is
represented diagrammatically in
Fig. 3. First the inside edge of the
ground surfaces of the channels was
rounded off by fire polishing, using
the horizontal oven. Earlier

ID
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(a)

I
(b)

14.401111,

(c)

(d) (e) (f)Fig. 3. Sequence of Operations. (a) Channels as supplied (b) Flame polish inside edges (c) Channels sealed andjblowing tubulation added(d) ' Doughnut' mounted in vertical oven and blowing tube attached (e) Side arms sealed on in order shown (f) Blow tube sealed off

attempts to seal disks together had
demonstrated the impossibility of
sealing the ground surfaces together
with a hand torch to a greater
depth than 3 / 32 in. The remaining
unsealed portion of the ground sur-
faces, forming a sharply
inner surface on the doughnut, was
a weakness which led to cracking.
By rounding off the inside edge of
the ground surfaces it is possible to
seal through the reduced thickness
of glass to produce an inner surface
which is still re-entrant, but which
has a small internal radius. It is
essential to retain approximately
1 / 16 in. of ground surface, so that
the channels will rest one on top of
the other during the sealing opera-
tion.

The pair of channels was then
sealed together by hand torch in the
horizontal oven. The seal on the
inner circumference was done first
and a small diameter tubulation,
required for subsequent operation,
was put in as part of the outer seal.
Each seal had to be initiated by
bridging the gap with a small
addition of glass rod, but thereafter
the edges ran together on heating
by the torch.

The side arms were prepared
by flanging thick-walled tubing,
and grinding the flanged faces.
Tubulations for probe wires were
sealed on and a special hand chuck
assembled on each side arm. The
clamping screws were smeared with
Fig. 2. Horizontal oven for sealing channels

together
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1

graphite before assembly so that
they would come apart easily after
baking.

After cooling, the doughnut was
transferred from the horizontal oven
to the vertical oven. A blowing tube
of glass was passed down the hollow
spindle, bent outwards alongside the
doughnut, and sealed to the auxi-
liary t.ubulation. The outer end of
the tube was left projecting just
clear of the spindle, which was
packed with asbestos paper at each
end to support the tube.

When the doughnut had been
brought up to temperature and
soaked for about 45 minutes, the
driving motor was disconnected and
the spindle locked in position for the
first side a rm. A patch of glass on
the wall of the doughnut was
softened by local heating with the
hand torch, and a hole blown and
opened out to approximately the
diameter of the side arm. The
flanged tube was then sealed on, the
joint being worked by blowing and
paddling until it was well shaped.

The process was repeated for all
four side arms, each seal being
followed by 15 minutes soaking at
the annealing temperature, during
which the doughnut was driven
round by the motor. After the last
side arm had been sealed, the
auxiliary blowing tube was con-
stricted close to the doughnut and
drawn away. The remaining pro-
jection was softened and allowed to
sink down into the wall of the
doughnut.

The second of the completed
doughnuts made in this way was
exhibited at the Physical Society's
exhibition in April this year.

Throughout the work described,
the authors have had the most
helpful co-operation of Mr. J. E.
Stanworth, glass technologist, of the
Research Laboratory, and Mr. A. E.
Hill, manager of the Chesterfield
Glassworks, and would also record
the splendid work done by Mr. F.
Pegg and his assistants in making
the glass channel sections in the
hand bulbs department of the
B.T.H. Co., Ltd., glass works, at
Chesterfield.

The authors thank Mr. L. J.
Davies, Director of Research, the
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.,
for permission to publish this
account of their work.
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An Electronic Shutter Tester
By D.T.R. Dighton'

Fig. I. An electronic shutter testing
instrument

T" growing use of colour
and flash photography requires

greater accuracy in the operation of
camera shutters, and conformity
with the marked speeds.

An instrument intended for re-
search and development on shutterst
has recently been modified to make
it more suitable for testing perform-
ance on the production line where
the time taken is important. This
modified instrument is shown in
Fig. 1.

This instrument gives a character-
istic curve of the shutter, i.e., the
curve of light transmitted against
time. The total time of opening is
read from a calibration trace on the
base line which has a series of timing
marks at predetermined intervals.
For production work, the calibration
trace is replaced by a glass graticule
in front of the C.R.T. screen, on
which is marked the testing toler-
ances for the particular shutter
under test. In cameras with built-
in flash contacts, the closing of the
contact is indicated on the curve.
Fig. 2 is an example of the pattern

* Kodak, Ltd., Harrow.
T D. T. R. Dighton & H. K. Ross. Instrument for

Investigating the Operation of Camera Shutters.
Photo Jour. 868. 1946, p. 100.
D. T. R Dighton & H. 111. Ross. Cathode Ray
Tube Shutter Testing Instrument, Jour. Sci.
Instrum. 24, 1947, p. 128.

obtained from a Brownie Reflex
shutter.

By incorporating a non-linear
time base with an exponential decay
of voltage, the spot slows down as it
approaches the right-hand side of
the screen. This results in patterns
for the higher shutter speeds being
measurable without those for the
slower speeds extending beyond the
screen. Further, the logarithmic
nature of the time base makes the
reading accuracy constant for all
speeds, and the tolerance rectangles
of equal width for all speeds. The
composite photograph of Fig. 3
shows the type of pattern obtained
with this time base. The degree of
the logarithmic action may be seen
from the spacing of the 10 -milli-
second timing marks. Although
this figure only shows the traces for
three shutter speeds, it is possible to
get sufficiently accurate measure-
ments with five or six speeds on a
four -inch time base.

BROWNIE REFLEX

a

Fig. 2. Test on Brownie reflex shutter (speed
1/50th sec.). Units 10 m 'sec. each

Fig. 3. Composite photograph of curves of a
three speed shutter) using logarithmic time

base. (I/25th, I/50th and 1/100th)
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Distortion Correction in Television Waveforms
By H. B. RANTZEN, B.Sc. (Eng.), M.I.E.E.*

T N all systems where signals are
1 -identified by the shape of a
received pulse, distortion can occur
for a number of reasons during
transmission, of which the following
are generally the most important.

(1) Amplitude distortion : absence
or incorrect amplitude of one
or more of the signal com-
ponents.

(2) Phase distortion : difference in
the time of propagation of
one or more signal components
relatively to the other signal
components.
Generation of spurious com-
ponents.

In television and other picture
transmission systems, we are fre-
quently compelled to attempt to
transmit pictures which contain
signals of a frequency greater than
that which can be carried without
distortion by the line or other trans-
mitting medium. In such cases dis-
tortion of the first two types often
becomes particularly serious towards
the top end of the frequency band
of the transmitting medium.

A familiar remedy is to include
in the sending circuit a network
which reduces the amplitude of the
upper frequencies which might
otherwise be transmitted with phase
distortion sufficient to introduce
marked deterioration of the trans-
mitted signal as a whole. This is

(3)

* Head or Designs Department, The ,British
Broadcasting Corporation.

FROM
SIGNALSIGNAL I
SOURCE

1st. NETWORK-

tantamount to introducing distor-
tion of type (1) above to avoid more
serious consequences from distortion
of type (2) above.

The effect on the received wave-
form of a pulse transmitted over a
line or other circuit which will not
very satisfactorily transmit the very
high frequency components in the
pulse, is often to produce a " die
away " ripple just before and after
the sharp edge of a pulse, the
apparent frequency of this ripple
being roughly that of the cut-off
frequency of the line. The " up "
and " down " slopes of pulses may
also be reduced.

The effect of a network which
reduces the amplitude of the higher
frequencies is to reduce the ampli-
tude of many of the components
which contribute markedly to the
slope of the nearly vertical sides of
pulses, and to reduce the amplitude
of the distortion ripples which pre-
cede and follow these sharp wave
fronts. In the case of television
signals such a device reduces the
amount of detail all over the pic-
ture, regardless of whether the high
frequency components do or do not
form part of wave fronts, the pre-
sence of which is likely to cause this
type of distortion (ringing).

In an arrangement devised by the
writer, the television signals are
passed through a distorting network
of a well-known type such that the
amplitude of all the upper frequen-

IN OUT

TYPICAL WAVEFORMS

cies is progressively increased over
the complete band of frequencies
generated in the original signals by
an amount which is very approxi-
mately 6 db. per octave. Distortion
of this type is mathematically equiva-
lent to differentiating, and the
instantaneous magnitude of the wave
thus produced is directly proportional
to the slope of the original signal.
This distorting network is followed by
a limiter which can be adjusted to cut
off any desired amount of the
extreme peaks of the " differential "
wave : the limiter may be balanced
so as to cut off both the extreme
positive peaks and extreme negative
peaks. If the signal is then passed
through a second network which has
attenuation and phase charac-
teristics inverse to those of the first
distorting (differentiating) network,
the original signal will be restored
for most of the time, i.e., when the
limiter is not in operation : while
the limiter is in operation the slope
of the signal is limited to a maxi-
mum figure set by the limiter. This
treatment has the effect of modify-
ing the signal in such a way as to
reduce ringing distortion, but affects
the high frequency content of the
signal only at the moments when
serious " ringing " distortion would
otherwise have been present. The
time during which the limiter
operates can be controlled by cir-
cuits of adjustable time constant, in
any well-known manner.

2nd. NETWORK

AMPLIFIER

OUT

1 TO LINE

I OR

OTHER

IrRiskirb
IMEDIUM
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- LOG
li-s

FREQUENCY

-----BAND OF FREQUENCIES IN SIGNAL-÷J,

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISrIC OF 1st. SIGNAL %`",,,

2nd. a

EXAMPLE OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WITH RESTRICTED FREQUENCY BAND

Essentially the arrangement con-
sists of modifying picture, or other
signals, by a first network which
emphasises the higher frequency
components, approximately accord-
ing to a particular law (6 db. per
octave), then limiting, and then
restoring by a second network
having a characteristic approxi-
mately the inverse of the first net-
work. The first and second net-
works may be of the usual type con-
nected directly in circuit, or either
may be of the type more commonly
used to obtain the characteristic of
the other, but connected in the
negative feed -back path of an
amplifier.

Part or all of the second network
may be connected after the line or
transmission medium which cannot
transmit the full unmodified original
signals without distortion when
part, or all, of the second network
characteristics can be obtained from
the line or transmission medium
itself so that the provision of a com-
plete second network at the receiv-
ing end'becomes unnecessary.

The two schematics illustrate this
arrangement.

0gnOt6on Interference Suppression on the tt Televisor"
i N many areas where the Televisor
-61- has been installed, the interference
level, particularly of ignition inter-
ference from cars, has been suffi-
ciently high to make it necessary to
fit suppressors or limiters.

Numerous queries requesting in-
formation as to how this could best
be done have been received and
though details have already been
given in a previous article (ELEC-

ITRONIC ENGINEERING, October, 1947)
the following notes may be of

lrinterest since they refer more parti,
kularly to the Televisor.
_rt Dealing with the sound receiver
'..first, it may be seen that the output
Iffrom Vii, which would normally go
{(to the output pentode Vzs, is instead
'1,taken to the cathode of a diode.

The anode of this diode is biased
,positively and therefore conducts.
,Signal potentials appearing on the
cathode cause the anode to follow in

.,sympathy and in fact an undistorted
audio signal appears at this point,
due however, to the 300 pF capacitor
which is connected between anode
and earth there is a time delay, with

,s!Ithe result that if a short pulse is
)fed to the cathode, the anode is
))unable to follow it and the signal is
11practically biased off, what little

does remain being integrated.
It should be mentioned that when

using a circuit of this type, there is
some cutting of the higher audio
frequencies, it is usually not very
serious and is certainly preferable to
the interference.

L

Above : Sound receiver Below : Vision receiver

Fitting of the diode and its asso-
ciated components on the sound
receiver chassis can be very easily
done as there is ample space and no
special precautions are necessary.

The diode heater is fed from the
normal heater supply to the sound
receiver. The vision interference
limiter is somewhat simpler in
operation since it is a plain ampli-
tude limiter. The diode in this case
has its cathode biased positively so
that it is non -conducting until the
anode exceeds this potential.

If, therefore, the bias is adjusted
so that the diode does not conduct
on an input voltage equivalent to
peak white, but does conduct above
this value, then all interference
pulses above this value will in effect
be short circuited And instead of
large white blobs appearing on the
C.R.T. screen they will be reduced
to a relatively small size with an
equivalent reduction in nuisance
value.

The best position on the vision
chassis where the diode limiter can
be fitted is on top of the chassis
directly against Vs the heater leads
may then be taken through a hole in
the chassis as can also the positive
bias supply for the cathode.
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POWER DIODES
Part 2. The Manufacture of High Vacuum Oxide-coated Rectifiers

E. G. ROWE,M.Sc., M.I.E.E., R. E. B. WYKE, A.M.I.E.E.,* W'.MACRAE, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

IT is assumed in this article that
the reader is generally familiar

with the usual methods of valve
manufacture and these are dealt
with briefly, attention being paid to
the special differences existing in the
making of rectifying valves. Con-
ventional valve manufacturing prin-
ciples are that the manufacturing
sections receive components ready
made by servicing departments.
These components are assembled,
sealed -in, pumped, aged and tested.
It is customary for all valves to be
retested prior to despatch and the
whole organisation is supplemented
by Quality Control and Life Testing
units.
Component Manufacture

Conventional type presses are em-
ployed to make the metal compo-
nents which are suitably designed for
high speed production, outputs of the
order of 4,000 an hour being obtained
for anodes and similar components.

Indirectly heated rectifying valves
use cathodes of conventional pattern
which are first de -greased and then
sprayed with an emissive coating of
barium and calcium carbonates in a
nitro-cellulose binder together with
a solvent. Since the amount and
texture of the coating applied is
quite critical, the spraying rooms are
fully air conditioned and 8 per cent.
of the cathodes sprayed are checked

m.o. Valve Co., Ltd.

Fig. la (left). Photo-
micrograph of coating
showing fluffy adherent

appearance

Fig. lb (right). Unsatis-
factory coating with

hard, close surface

for coating weight. A desirable
coating should be very adherent yet
fluffy in character, photographs of
such coatings together with a hard
undesirable surface are shown in
Fig. 1.

Directly heated valves use wires
and strips, the latter being made by
rolling wire down to the required
sizes. The quality of the material is
controlled by chemically checking
each ingot of the raw nickel before
the drawing operations commence.

Wires and strips are coated on the
plant shown in Fig. 2, the coating
material being picked up continu-
ously by a combination of cataphor-
etic deposition and surface tension.
The strip is passed over pulleys, the
lower one of which is immersed in a
bath of the coating material. Be-
tween the pulleys, and surrounding
the strip, is a cage electrode to which
a voltage is applied, the strip form-
ing one electrode with the cage elec-
trode negative. The electrolyte is a
mixture of strontium and barium
carbonates, alcohol, water, nitro-
cellulose and solvents and its con-
tainer is rotated around fixed agita-
ting paddles connected to the elec-
trode system support.

Drying is carried out either by an
electric oven or by eddy current heat-
ing after which the strip is spooled
with paper spacing between layers
to avoid damage to the coating.

Subsequently the reels of coated
strip have to be cut into the correct
lengths and the ends scraped for
welding on to the pinches.

Assembly

It is recognised as good practice
for all component preparations to be
carried out apart from the assembly
operators, these being concerned
solely with assembling the finished
parts supplied. Two methods of
assembly organisation are employed,
one being the " group " system and
the other the " unit " system.

In the " group " method of as-
sembly the operators are arranged
in teams in which each operator car-
ries out one or two operations only
and then passes the job on to thenext Operator and so on. This
method is the more efficient
theoretically, but is more liable to
be disturbed by variations in speed
from operator to operator and by
absenteeism. An improved develop-
ment of this scheme is to divide the
entire assembly process into sub-
assemblies which can be produced at
the rate of about thirty per hour.

In modern practice an ordinary
" broadcast " rectifier is usually
assembled by a team of three
assembly operators with an examiner
to every four teams. Such operators
take from two to three months to
become really efficient at their jobs.
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In the " unit " system each opera-
. for assembles the complete valve
from start to finish. This scheme has
the advantage of being more flexible
than the " group " system and is

it employed mainly for small quantityit employed
difficult types, but has the disad-

vantage of being slower because of
the time taken to change the weld-
ing electrode and welder current set-
tings during the course of the assem-
bly operation, and, of course, it
takes appreciably longer for an
operator- to learn a complete assem-
bly sequence than it does to learn
one operation only.

In both methods, jigs are employed
in order to obtain accurate location
of components with respect to the
pinch and to each other, and also to
ensure consistency of spring tension

1 on directly heated valves. These
.jigs, samples of which are shown in
Fig. 3, must be of simple construc-
tion and designed for easy cleaning.

!t After assembly, each valve is ex -
g amined for faults and is subse-
quently stored in a warm dry atmo-
sphere at about 35- C. until required

[for pumping. The getter cup, com-
plete with getter pellet, is then

4 welded on to the support wire just
li,prior to sealing -in, in order to avoid
deterioration on standing. Fig. 4,
shows a photograph of an operator
at work.

A serious difficulty, particularly on
the higher voltage types, is to main-
tain the seals free from foreign mat-
ter such as dust and dirt, because

''such particles adhere to the elec-
trodes very readily and carbonise
(luring pumping, thereby forming
arcing points when the valve is load
tested. To remedy this fault the

=seals are washed in hot distilled
'water immediately prior to pump-
ing.

Pumping

The pumping schedules for recti-
'tiers require considerable attention

dto ensure that a high ultimate emis-
?sion level is maintained. Partieu-
Alarly with directly -heated cathodes,
(it is found that unless the cathode is
!i well activated on the pump, the final
emission will not be satisfactory.
Care has to be taken to control the

;'contamination of the anode surface
i'(iby barium during pumping as exces-
sive deposits cause severe initial

;back -emission and in valves having
peak voltages on load test, this

1can wreck their performance.
Machine pumping is normally car-

ried out on either a 24 -head automa-
tic unit or, alternatively, for larger
types, on an 8- or 16 -head rotating
machine.

The 24 -head pump shown in Fig.
5 basically consists of 24 exhausting
heads indexing around a rotary
valve which can be connected in
various combinations to sections of
a bank of 15 double -stage oil pumps.
Five positions arc used for the opera-
tions of loading, sealing -off and
pump stem extraction; eleven posi-
tions for " baking," the oven
being of the gas -fired type with a.

temperature gradient adjusted to
raise the glass envelope to about
4500 C. near the oven exit, and eight
positions are then left for treatment
purposes. The processes involved
consist of " degassing " the anodes
with the cathode at full " flashing "
temperature and finally gettering
and sealing -off. As stated earlier,
the possible schedule variations are
almost unlimited, the controlling
factor being the pressure which is
built up at each stage, particularly
after the cathode has achieved its
maximum temperature. Such sche-
dules are generally determined initi-
ally by experimental bench pumping
and then by using a travelling
Pirani gauge on the machine pump.

Index speeds in general use vary
from 9-14 seconds so that the effec-
tive treatment time is of the order
of 90-100 seconds only.

Electrode heating is accomplished
in the usual way with RF heating
sets and adequate anode degassing
requires careful design of the anode
heating coils to achieve a uniform
anode temperature of 11200-11700 K.
The maximum cathode temperature
attained should be 13200-13700 K.
corresponding to a current density
of approximately 8-81 watts/ cm.' of
cathode surface. The deleterious
deposits on the anode surface which
must be avoided at all costs (see
Part I) are generally caused by in-
correct timing of anode degassing
and filament lighting. If the gas pres-
sure is too high when the cathode
begins to degas, barium and parti-
ally decomposed binder migrate on
to the anode. Further protection is
often sought by raising the anode to
1100° K. subsequent to cathode de-
gassing.

Economics dictate that the pump
index shall be as short as possible,
the ultimate speed of schedules
being limited by the degassing time
of the anode, the " flashing " time
of the cathode and the pulling speed

of the pumps. It is common prac-
tice to achieve higher speeds by re-
ducing the degassing time of com-
ponents by pre-treatment with hydro-
gen or vacuum furnace cooking.

The 24 -head unit has the limita-
tion that for rectifier work it cannot
readily handle large valves both on
account of the physical clearance be-
tween successive pump positions and
t he volume of gas the unit can
handle. In consequence, for large
valves, use is made of an 8 -head unit
consisting of eight pumping heads
mounted on a turntable and each
connected to its own oil purip. The
electrode treatment services are very
similar to those used on 21 -head
pumps but the pump index time can
be varied from 45 seconds to .1

minutes, thus permitting a far more
thorough outgassing of the elec-
trodes than is possible on the short -
index 24 -head pumps.

Activation and Ageing

After capping and before testing.
valves are treated in various ways to
improve and to stabilise the degree
of cathode activation and to enhance
their voltage performance proper-
ties. In general, the treatment, or
ageing as it is generally known, is
basically the same for both directly
and indirectly -heated waives. Valves
are mounted in 90 -position racks and
are run for a period with both the
filament voltage and the anode dissi-
pation somewhat in excess of the
normal operating conditions. Fig. 6
shows a typical unit, two of which
are serviced by one operator who un-
loads and reloads one during _the
time the other is running.

Directly -heated valves usually
come off the ounio with their cath-
odes almost fully activated, so that
little more is required other than to
stabilise their emission. A typical
ageing schedule for a small directly-
heated rectifier would be to operate
the cathode at 1120°-1170' K. and to
draw from it two or two -and -a -half
times the normal operating anode
current for a period of about twenty
minutes.

When dealing with normal "broad-
cast " rectifiers (those valves whose

'peak inverse voltage is below 2 KV)
it is not necessary to " voltage age "
them in any way because these
valves have such large factors of
safety against flashover that such
treatment is quite unnecessary, and
the anode/cathode clearances are so

(Continued on page 258)
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Fig. 2 (above). Plant for continuous coating
of filament wire

Fig. 6 (below). Ageing rack or stabilising
cathode emission before testing
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Fig. 8. A small load test unit for A.C.)D.C. rectifiers

Fig. 3. Jig used for rectifier assembly. The tw
ponents are shown disassembled in the view abo

assembled and filament held in jig ready for
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wer Diodes

sited rack for life testing larger
Inputs up to 3KV. R.M.S.

h the corn-
ett) Anodes
anodes

Fig. 3 (above). Clamp for bending
electrode supports in correct position

(below). Jig with components
assembled ready for welding

Fig. 5. 24 -head automatic rotating
pump with heating oven and H.F.
heater for degassing electrodes

during pumping

Fig. 4 (below). Operator welding
filament hooks on a full -wave

directly heated rectifier
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(Continued from. page 255)
small that damage may result to the
cathode surface.

For valves used for voltages above
this figure the usual practice is to
connect an ordinary mechanical type
spark coil between the anode and
cathode and to spark for about one
minute with the valve cold using a
voltage of about 21/3 times the nor-
mal maximum peak inverse voltage
it will meet in service. Such pro-
cesses can be very harmful unless
carefully watched and arc only used
when necessary.
Testing of Rectifiers

Valves are tested mainly to ensure
that they will give good service at
their ratings and therefore every
effort is made to test under condi-
tions as near to the maximum rat-
ings as possible. There are many
factors disturbing the simplicity of
this contention, the chief being that
it is often necessary to build up an
empirical correlation between speci-
fic uses of the valve and existing
convenient tests although no obvious
technical connexion exists between
the two. Such a position can arise
from the fact that valve making is
such a complicated series of techni-
cal operations that it has tended to
be an art rather than a science and
the significancy of various processes
must often be a matter of opinion
because of inadequate precise know-
ledge. To summarise the above, the
main objects in the mind of the valve
manufacturer are to produce recti-
fiers having a satisfactory life with
reliability throughout that life,
and these requirements have to be
interpreted into practical tests which
can be made speedy and repetitive.

A testing organisation not only
consists of factory testing but also
includes quality control and life test
sections which are maintained at
considerable expense to protect the
customers' interests.
Factory Testing

All valves are tested in the manu-
facturing section and those which
pass satisfactorily are sent to stock.
Before a valve is issued from stock,
however, it is held for some days
and is then retested by another test-
ing department independent both of
the manufacturing sections and thevalve stores.
Testing Parameters

It is usual to test for filament or
heater current at fixed filament or

heater voltage. This not only
checks for continuity but by setting
limits enables a control to be kept
both on the filament or heater mate-
rial and also on the factory process-
ing operations.

The main test employed is a static
one which is primarily intended to
check that the cathode emission is
adequate, but which imposes a secon-
dary check on valve impedance.
A further test sometimes used is
" reduced emission test " which con-
sists basically in plotting the anode
current filament voltage character-
istics of the valve. The valve is set
up with the filament operating at its
normal temperature and the anode
voltage set to give the maximum
anode current possible without over -
dissipating the valve. This value of
anode .voltage is then maintained
constant and the fall in anode cur-
rent noted as the temperature of the

filament is steadily reduced. In this
way, the slope of the filament volt-
age/ emission current curve is ob-
tained and by plotting this slope
(actually read as a percentage drop
from the initial anode current read-
ing taken at the normal working
value of filament volts) against out-
put on load test and life perform-
ance, it is possible to set limits for
the product (Fig.7).

From such a test the peak emis-
sion of the valve can be assessed
quite accurately, as may be seen
from the curve, and it has an advan-
tage over normal static emissiontests in that it is independent of
valve impedance variations, but un-
fortunately it is not readily adapt-
able to mass production.

On the lower voltage types the
basic insulation is very much in ex-
cess of that required and practical
experience has shown that an opera-tional test is usually unnecessary.
The exceptions to this rule on low
voltage types are the series-running
half -wave and voltage doubler
valves which have to withstand high
voltage peaks between heater and
cathode (e.g., the U31 rated at 250V
R.M.S. has a peak of 700 V between
heater and cathode).

On higher voltage types it is cus-
tomary to employ some form of
equipment test such as load testing,

`dissipation testing or flashover test-
ing. The valves are tested singly or
in pairs, while in certain cases a
reading of D.C. output voltage is
called for. During this type of test-
ing valves are rejected for softness

and gassiness, discharge between
electrodes, excessive sparking, elec-
trode distortion and filament vibra-
tion.

Some form of insulation test is
often used and this is done by means
of a 250 or 500 volt megger set and
is normally carried out with the fila-
ment not alight. Conditions of
vibration may be simulated by tap-
ping the valve bulb, generally by
mechanical means.

Test Equipment

Testing apparatus usually consists
either of low voltage static equip-
ment or of high voltage dynamic
units. The former tyre is used to
check such parameters as heater cur-
rent, emission and anode impedance
while the latter type tests the valve
under operating conditions. The
low voltage units are constructed in
wood and have a desk or " console "
shape with no special electrical pro-
tection required for the operator be-
cause the voltages used seldom ex-
ceecl 100. The higher voltage equip-
ments are fully protected and are
usually made of metal with the elec-
trical circuits conforming to conven-
tional rectification circuit practice.
A photograph of such an equipment
used for testing a number of A.0 /
rectifiers simultaneously, is shown in
Fig. 8.

Quality Control

An independent check on valve
quality is made by a section under
technical control and which keeps a
running commentary on the charac-
teristics of all valves in manufac-ture. Valves selected at random by
trained collectors are subjected to
extensive tests on units specially
constructed to give maximum accu-
racy. In addition to the normal
production tests a number of special
tests are done and the information
obtained is plotted in chart form. Bythis means, adequate warning is
given when the production is stray-
ing from its theoretical mean rat-
ings, information is supplied to
enable the technical staff to correctthe matter, and by statistical
methods an estimation is obtained of
the total percentage of rejections
likely in the bulk product.

Life Testing

The tests carried out on produc-
tion give an assurance that the
valves manufactured are satisfac-
tory initially, but it is essential thatthe valve manufacturer shall be
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' assured that the product he is selling 100
to his customer will also give a satis-
factory life. In order to do this he
has to set up an elaborate life test-
ing equipment capable of continu-
ously testing a percentage of manu-
facture and as no successful method
of forced life test has been found it
therefore takes a year to obtain
6,000 hours of life. Such runs are
not often practicable and it is fortu-
nate that experience enables the
technician to assess the probable
performance by a careful examina-
tion of life curves taken to 500
hours. Samples of such curves are
illustrated in Fig. 9.

Generally speaking, it is desirable
to life test valves under the most
onerous conditions that they are
likely to meet in service. In certain
cases, static life tests with D.C. volt-
tages are all that are necessary, but
with rectifying valves, dynamic set-
ups simulating operating conditions
are essential. The circuits must
have components with accurately 40
known characteristics and must be
supplied with input voltages which
are stable and unaffected by mains
and load fluctuations.

A photograph of a typical life test-
ing rack is shown in Fig. 10. This
gear is capable of testing eight
valves under biphase half -wave con-
ditions at input voltages up to 3 KV
R.M.S.

After life tests are completed all
valves are returned to the Works
where a detailed examination of the
actual valves and their performance
is made so that improvements may
be made both in current production
and in future designs.

Future Indications

Investigations are in hand to pro-
duce multiple pump units which will
exhaust larger types of rectifiers on
an indexing principle. This involves
the provision of greater schedule
flexibility together with facilities for
" bombardment " of electrodes
during exhaust to obtain adequate
degassing.

It may be worth a thought that
rectifiers offer the greatest hope of
the achievement of the valve makers'
dream of automatic assembly. Rec-
tifiers are mechanically the simplest
of valve structures and are not very
subject to redesign while the quanti-
ties required can justify the expense
involved in setting up such mechan-
ised units.

(To be continued.)
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Printing Scales
and Labels

AN economical means of pro-
ducing durable, accurate, and

attractive scales and labels has long
been a problem for manufacturers of
scientific apparatus. Such articles
have usually been made by a process
of machine engraving in high-class
work, or by printing or hand letter-
ing in lower quality instruments.

In the Marconi Review for April -
June, R. A. Boeckstens* describes
some of the newer processes for pro-
ducing labels and scales on any type
of material and in a variety of
different styles.

Chemical engraving can now be
applied to most metals and to many
forms of plastic. The method of
etching is similar to that employed
in block making, but the depth of
the etching is only .005-.01 in. where
the lettering has to be filled in,
against .03 in. of the average line
block. For metals, a " resist " of
bichromated fish glue or albumin is
used, which becomes insoluble under
the action of light and can be washed
away from the parts of the metal
not acted on through the photo-
graphic negative. For zinc or steel
a suitable mordant is nitric acid, and
for aluminium, copper, or copper
alloys, ferric chloride.

The etching process is greatly
accelerated by using an electrolytic
etching bath, which is described in
detail in the article.

For plastics and glass, the label is
first coated with a solution of bitu-
men in benzene and over this a
coating of bichromated colloid is
applied. After exposure under the
negative development is carried out
in water to remove the unexposed
parts of the colloid. The bitumen is
then removed by development in
benzene and the plate etched by H.F.
(for glass) or plastic solvent.

The double coating is not required
where the colloidal coating will
withstand the action of the solvent.

The use of a " resist " gives
attractive finish to anodised alumin-
ium labels, especially if certain
areas are left bright and others dyed
in the usual way.
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RESISTANCE IN OHMS

OD

Fig. I. Limit scale derived from ohms range of multi -range meter, calibrated to t 20% on preferred values

Tolerance Testing Techniques

Tr is common practice in radio and
electrical work to express certain

values in tolerance form. A resis-
tance, for example, may be quoted
as being " 470 ohms -± 10 per cent."
meaning that it may be any value
between 423 ohms and 517 ohms.
The advantages of this are un-
deniable, and it is unlikely that any-
one would be tempted to refer to the
resistance as " between 423 and 517
ohms " in practice. The tolerance
form expresses the value with
adequate precision, and permits the
use of a " preferred " series of stan-
dard values, which is a great con-
venience to both manufacturers and
designers.

When a check measurement is
made, on the other hand, it is
almost invariably made in terms of
absolute values, the limits implied
by the tolerance being worked out
first. The resistance quoted above
might, for example, he measured as
444 ohms. It would often be more
convenient to know that it was 5.5
per cent. below the nominal value.

This may not be important in the
laboratory, where the calculation of
limits from percentages is regarde
as an elementary exercise. In the
test -room, on the other hand, it is a
serious matter, especially if the
calculation has to be performed for
a hundred different values each day.
Whether they are employed on
quality control or goods -in inspec-

* Electronic Applications Research Laboratory,
Exeter.

By D. W. TH °MASSON*

tion, the test -room staff have little
time or inclination for exercises of
this kind.

The main reason why checks are
made in terms of absolute values is
that most forms- of measuring
apparatus give readings of this form.
There seems to be a widespread
impression that measuring instru-
ments capable of giving readings in
the tolerance form are either exces-
sively expensive or incapable of
giving sufficiently accurate results.
This is by no means true if the
problem is approached in a sensible
manner. The methods which will
be described herein are little more
costly than the equivalent orthodox
methods, while the results are quite
as accurate. The saving in time
they make possible justifies their use
in any test work where speed and
convenience are important.
Limit Scales

A simple, though not fully satis-
factory, method of providing
tolerance readings is to equip exist-
ing instruments with special scales.
Fig. 1 shows a scale of this sort
drawn for the resistance range of a
well-known test instrument, the
original scale being shown for com-
parison. It can be seen that the
limit scale is by no means easy to
read, in spite of the fact that rela-
tively few limits are marked. The
nominal values are in the 10, 15, 22,
33, 47, 68 series of preferred values.

A more satisfactory form of limit
scale uses a single set of limit cali-

brations, provision being made for
adjusting the indication for the
nominal value to the " zero," or
" nominal " point of the scale. The
control used for this purpose can be
calibrated in terms of the nominal
value, or the setting made against
a standard component.

In an unusual capacitance meter
using this form of scale, the capa-
citor under test was charged through
a variable resistance to a pre-
determined peak voltage, the charg-
ing circuit being disconnected when
this voltage was reached', and the
capacitor discharged for a fixed
period. The charging time was pro-
portional to the capacitance for a
given value of charging resistance,
and the meter deflection was made
proportional to the charging time.
The meter scale could therefore be
calibrated in terms of percentages of
the nominal value of the capacitor,
while the resistance was calibrated
in terms of nominal values. If the
actual capacitance was 20 per cent.
above the value to which the resis-
tance was set, the meter reading was
20 per cent. above the central
" zero " mark on the tolerance
scale.

Designed for test -room use, this
meter was simple and reliable, but
was not capable of a particularly
high standard of accuracy. Further-
more, its working range was some-
what restricted. An investigation
was therefore made into the possibili-
ties of tolerance reading bridges.
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Bridge Methods

The normal bridge apparatus used
for measurement purposes gives
highly accurate readings in terms of
absolute values, but does not lend
itself to the direct reading of

1 tolerance. It is also unsuitable for
high speed testing, since the bridge
has to be set up to a precise balance
for each reading, and this operation
takes an appreciable time, even with
the simplest types of bridge.

A bridge of the ratio -arm type,
in which the balance is obtained
by simultaneous adjustment of two

' of the arms, may be arranged for
tolerance reading by an adaptation
of the ratio scale, as suggested in the
rase of the multi -range meter. A
further improvement may be made

- by using a form of servo-mechanism
to obtain the balance automatically.
The null indicator is replaced by a
suitable amplifier, which must be
able to discriminate between oppo-
site phases of the bridge output if

tan A.C. supply is being used, and the
output of the amplifier is passed to
a motor geared to the ratio arm con-
trol. The servo circuit is arranged
so that the motor turns the ratio
control to the position giving
balance, the operator's work being
reduced to connecting the component
under test and observing the reading.

This scheme is of particular
interest when automatic sorting is
required, the servo - mechanisms
being made to operate the sorting
a ppara tus. For ordinary check
work, however, it has certain dis-
advantages. The most important
of these is that the operation is still
too slow for high speed testing, due
partly to the inertia of the mechani-
cal system, and partly to the fact
that the ratio control will always
turn to the extreme limit position
when the test terminals are discon-
nected. An improvement can be
made by arranging that the servo
system is only operative when the
terminals are connected, but the
operation time is still too great to
permit really high testing rates to
be achieved.

For resistances, a higher testing
rate may be obtained by use of the
following method. The "standard"
arm of the bridge is adjustable, and
a wide range of values may be set
up with the aid of a second

" arm. The third arm is
always set so that the balance con-
dition corresponds to a value of the
unknown which is a selected per-
centage above or below the nominal

Fig. 2. Limit resist-
ance bridge suitable
for quantity testing
(Dawe Instruments Ltd.)

value set up on the first two arms.
A key -switch is used to select' the
"high" or "low" balance position,
and the test is carried out by
connecting the unknown and then
throwing the key -switch, observing
the meter meanwhile. The meter
shows the bridge output, and is only
calibrated with a centre mark in-
dicating balance. if the deflections
are both on the same side of the
centre mark, the resistance is out-
side the selected limits, while if they -
are on opposite sides, the resistance
is within- the limits. An example
of this type of bridge is shos n in
Fig. 2.

This method meets the require-
ments in respect of operation time
and accuracy vhere res;stances are
concerned, but the method is not
conveniently extended to the
measurement of capacity and in-
ductance. For these, it is better
to use a method based on the
relation of bridge output to the
deviation of tl}e unknown from the
value giving balance.
Off -balance Indicators

It can be shown (see Appendix)
that under certain conditions. the
output of a bridge is proportional
to the product of the percentage
deviation of the unknown from the
value for balance and the bridge
ratio. The conditions are : The
deviation must not be greater than
about 20-25 per  cent.; the bridge
ratio must be small, i.e., the

AMtrt
atia.ta .14z

f151,10/41:41,1,

pedance of the unknown must 1-c
large compared with the impedance
of the standard; the output current
drawn from rile bridge must be
negligible.

These requirements can genet ally
be met without difficulty, but where
there is likely to be any consider-
able variation in the power factor,
there are particular advantages in
the use of a cathode-ray tube
indicator. The input to the vertical
plates is Laken from the input to the
bridge, while the horizontal plates
are fed by an amplifier connected
to the bridge output.

The display is viewed through a
calibrated graticule, and takes the
general form of a loop trace (see
Fig. 3). If the phase angle between
the bridge input and the amplifier
output is zero, the loon closes to a
straight line. Line or loop, how-
ever the percentage deviation is
read by the point of contact of the
curve and the top line of the grati-
cule. The amplitude of the bridge
input is adjusted so that the curve
just touches this line, and the
deviation is read against the verti-
cal lines. To increase the accuracy
of reading, the trace may be marked
at the point of maximum vertical
excursion.

So much for reading deviation. It
is also useful to be able to read phase
angle. Referring to the vector dia-
gram of Fig. 3, it will be seen that
the shape of the loop will depend on
the angle cb, while the phase angle
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of the unknown is 8. The relation-
ship between these angles is com-
plex, but an approximate expression
may be used when the deviation and
0 are small. In this case, the angle
0 is roughly :

x percentage deviation
100

Thus, an actual phase angle of m"
combined with a TO per cent devia-
tion will show as 100 on the display.
With larger values of 0 the relation
changes to so = (90 - 0/2) but the
expression above will hold for most
acceptable values of 0 in practice.

The value of 0 may be read by
the intersection of the trace with the
vertical axis of the graticule, which
may he suitably calibrated.

+3X
5

(1)
_

20/ 20 10 ID 20%3

0 0
Fig. 3. Display on indicator of percentage read-
ing capacity br dge with corresponding vector

diagram (col. 3)

With careful attention to detail
design, this method can be used to
form he basis of an extremely use-
ful test instrument. The accuracy,
even with inexperienced operators,
is quite high enough for most pur-
poses, while the display permits
continual monitoring of the bridge
input, so that the reading is not
affected by supply voltage varia-
tions. The range of values which
can be tested is only limited by the
available standards included. A
typical example of the coverage is a
capacitor test set which uses six
decade ranges, covering all capaci-
tances between 10 /1/T and 10 F.
Conclusion

Several different approaches to the
problem of tolerance testing have
been suggested, all of which are
characterised by their own parti-
cular virtues and vices. In a case
like this, the final choice of method
must be based on many factors, and
it would be unwise to say that any
one method is universally better

than the others. For many pur-
poses, the provision of limit scales
for existing instruments would be
adequate, but the more complex
methods are well worth their greater
cost, which is rapidly repaid by the
improved test efficiency.

APPENDIX
Bridge Equations for Unbalance
In the Wien Bridge, (Fig. 4) if

the indicator is assumed to have
infinite impedance, the voltages
across the arms R. and X will he :

Ei
1 + m

E.
R.+(-+

E.

(1)
Fig. 4. Wien bridge circuit

oiCxR. - -1- )
toC.R.

(2)

The bridge output will be the
difference between these two volt-
ages :

E. 1

Ei 1 +

Ea
1

1 + ( +
U
Cr:s ) WCXR8 1

/1.- wC.Rx
)

If the resistances are the only con-
siderable elements :

EO 1 1
= (4)

Et 1 + m - 1 + R. I Rx

If R. is now changed to (1 + d)
times the value for balance, the
following relation may be derived :

1

E. - 1 + m
1

1 + 1 4 d
m (3)

- nid- ... (6)+ m(d + 2) + (d + 1)
If m and d are both small com-

pared with unity, this approximates
closely to - md, so that the bridge
output for constant input can be
stated to be proportional to the
bridge ratio multiplied by the
deviation of the unknown from the
value for balance.

A similar treatment for the case
where the resistance are negligible
shows that for a deviation in the
capacitance under test to (1 + c)
times the value for balance, the out-
put is given by :

E0 MC

E. m2(c + 1) + m(c + 2) + 1
(7)

Which reduces to me when m and
c are small.

A similar treatment may be used
for inductance bridges.

(3)

A Pressure -Sensitive Electronic
Guard

The Protectron, manufactured
by the Brinnell Company, of
Granby, Connecticut, is an elec-
tronic device for use in conjunction
with an electric motor - driven
machine to " trip " at any preset
mechanical load increase above
normal. It is instantaneous in
action, sensitive to minute over -
loads and adjustable to any degree
of overload within practical limits.
It is also compensated for fluctua-
tions in terminal voltage.

When the device trips, a red light
is switched on and a relay is ener-
gised to initiate any control function.

The equipment successfully com-
bats " jamming " in automatic
machinery by " sensing " oversized
stock, " pile-ups," dull punches and
a multitude of other causes before
damage occurs.

By tripping at a preset degree of
dullness, this apparatus can enforce
the sharpening of tools, thus in-
creasing tool -life up to 600 per cent.
In certain applications, such as
broaching, this setting for dullness
eliminates completely the major
cause of damage to tools.

Other uses include the stopping
of pumps or signalling when shears
or drills are dull.
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Cabinets for Projection Television Receivers

THE majority of post-war tele-
vision receivers are of the type in

, which the picture is viewed directly
; from the cathode-ray tube, but if a
,comparatively large picture of the
order of 20 in. by 16 in. is required,
the limitations imposed by the
physical dimensions of the cathode-

! ray tube make it necessary to
' employ an optical magnifying
system in conjunction with a suit-
ably positioned image receiving
screen. In designing a cabinet for
such a receiver, it is desirable that
when not in operation, the screen
should be housed within the cabinet
and should be capable of being

'moved to its viewing position with a
'minimum of manual effort. A prob-
lem arising from such an arrange-
1ment is that it might be possible to
close the cabinet with the television
receiver left switched " ON," which
is obviously undesirable.

A convenient solution of the prob-
lem is to provide a safety interlock
between the television ON/ OFF
'switch and the screen lifting and
lowering mechanism as illustrated
in the drawings in which Fig. 1 shows
the upper portion of the cabinet
with the lid open and the screen in
sits viewing position, and Fig. 2 shows
the lid closed and the screen housed
within the cabinet. Fig. 3 shows
details of the interlock mechanism.

Fig. 2. (right)

Fig. 3. (above)

The cabinet lid is adapted to be
raised by a weight and pulley system
(not shown) on the actuation of a
release button, so as to bring the
screen to a substantially vertical
viewing position for receiving an
image from the cathode-ray tube
housed vertically within the cabinet
via the optical system and a mirror
mounted on the inner surface of the
cabinet lid. When the television

Fig. I. switch is moved to the ON position a
safety bolt is automatically pro-
jected to lie beneath the bottom
edge of the screen, so that with the
switch in this position, the screen
cannot be lowered, And hence it is
necessary to switch OFF before it is
posible to close the cabinet. The
interlock mechanism is clearly shown
in Fig. 3, and the movement of the
control knob may also be employed
to change over the loudspeaker con-
nexions from a broadcast receiver to
the television sound receiver.

The scheme offers a further advan-
tage in that, if the weight and pulley
system holding the screen and lid in
the raised position, should fail, the
safety bolt guards against a col-
lapse of the lid which might result
in damage to the screen and the
mirror. In such circumstances it
could be arranged for the lower edge
of the streen to engage a suitable
slot in the safety bolt so as to pre-
vent movement of the control knob
in either direction. The operator
would then be warned automatically
of a fault in the screen lifting
mechanism.

Communicated by E.M.I.
Engineering 8f Development,
Ltd.
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Extracted

Radio Frequency E.H.T. Supplies
By K. C. MACLEOD*

from a paper read before the Constructors' Group of the Television Society, April
(to be published in full in the Society's Journal).

THE attached diagrams give
details of the circuit and trans-

former construction for a 12 KV
R.F. E.H.T. unit. The unit may,
by adjustment of the oscillator
anode tuning capacity C1 and of the
rectifier heater windings La and L5,
be made to deliver between 8 and
15 KV. Alternatively, by omission
of rectifier V3, its heater winding L5,
and reservoir capacity C3, it may be
operated as a half -wave unit deliver-
ing 6 KV, or by suitable re -adjust-
ment of C5 and L, any voltage in the
range 4 to 7.5 KV.

The dimensions and windings of
the individual coils in the trans-
fomer assembly, also the spacings
between the windings, as shown in
the diagram, are critical, and must
be strictly observed if the correct
rectifier heater voltages at 12 or
6 KV E.H.T. output are to be
obtained. It is assumed that all
coils are wound in the same direc-
tion, in which case the phasing will
be correct if the arrangement in the
 Cinema Television, Ltd.

L.3. EBONITE BOBBIN

L.2. PERSPEX OCTAGONAL

RIBBED FORMER SLOTTED

AS SHEWN.

L.2. WOUND IN SLOTS 2 - 8
TOP TAKE -OFF IN SLOT 1

(See text)

ALSO L.5. IN SLOT 1.
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View of finished unit (left) and detailed
dimensions of former (above)

circuit diagram is followed.
The placing of the washers

between the individual coil formers
lengthens the surface leakage path
between windings and the wide
cheeks upon the primary former
serve as a flash guard.

In order to avoid corona, the leads
from L2 are brought out in 14 / 40
P.V.C. covered flex. The winding of
this coil is commenced at the high
potential end at the bottom of slot 2,
and the lead -out is subsequently
attached and wound for three turns
into the vacant top slot before being
brought out, thus providing a pro-
tection for this end of the coil. At
the lower end, the lead is attached
and wound for at least one complete
turn upon the top of the winding
before being brought out. Both
leads must be kept well clear of other
wiring and firmly anchored, also
leads from L3 must be kept well clear
of L2. Where required, the heater
winding L3 is wound into the first
slot of the L2 former upon the top
of the three turns of the take -off

lead, the leads to V. being twisted up
with the latter. No metallic parts,
screws, etc., may form part of the
H.V. coil former assembly, the parts
of the octagonal ribbed former
being preferably cemented together.

If outputs other than 12 KV or
6 KV are required, or if, for any
reason, any alteration is made in the
high -frequency transformer design,
the heater windings L, and L5 will
require modification. The voltage
output from L5 is proportional to
that delivered by L2 and therefore to
the E.H.T. output, and adjustment of
the number of turns should be made
accordingly. The voltage output
from L., however, is proportional to
that across 1,1. When the E.H.T.
output is adjusted by the tuning of
I, by CA, the Voltage across L1 does
not change appreciably; slight
changes in L. output may be cor-
rected by variation of the L1 to I,
spacing washer, should an alteration
of one turn upon L. prove too coarse
an adjustment.
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COIL WINDING DATA

No. of sections ...

Inside of- dia.
winding ...

Width of winding

Turns per section

Wire ... ...

Inductance ...

Q at 100 kc/s. ...
(no load)

Coupling

L.I L.2 L.3 L.4 L.5

I 8 I 1 1

1r 11-" If" If" 14"*

f" O/0" r r °0

125 300 150 8 6

27/42
Litz

38
S.W.G.
sill< &
enam.

32
S.W.G.
silk &
enam.

20
S.W.G.
silk &
enam.

22
S.W.G.
silk &.
enam.

I mH 145mH
* Wound over L.2.

End lead in slot I.150 165

20%

The circuit of the complete E.H.T. unit is shown on the right.
I Note arrangement of screening compartments, (broken lines).

To check rectifier heater voltages,
which should be 6.3 V = 5 per cent.,
a valve voltmeter should be used. To
check V2 heater voltage the unit
should temporarily be changed to
positive earthed E.H.T. output by

[ transposing the connections to the
[ rectifiers at points A and B on the
' circuit diagram, V2 heater now being
at earth potential. C2 is set for
desired output voltage, and L2 then
adjusted where necessary. V3 heater
may be checked by visual com-
parison with V2. Actual measure-
ment of the voltage output from L5
requires the following procedure :

(a) Remove V2, and disconnect
one side of C2

(b) leaving V3 anode connected to
C3 disconnect both from earth,

5 in ,

.05

.05

P:5Vr76
Or

(c) earth V3 cathode,
(d) temporarily readjust C2 for one-

half the final required E.H.T.
across C3,

(e) check and adjust V3 heater
voltage

(f) restore original connections and
re -set C1.

The unit must be fully screened
to prevent radiation and suitable
filters inserted in the oscillator H.T.
supply lead and E.H.T. positive out-
put lead. These filters should be
accommodated within separate com-
partments in the copper screening
box. All connexions between the
unit and the box should be made at
one point only.

The oscillator anode and screen
input from the 350 V H.T. supply

-;-

04
Er=

001

_.l

should be 15-30 mA. over an E.H.T.
output of 0-500 PA at 12 KV. The
regulation of the voltage doubler is
approximately 44 per cent. for
100 iLA load, and that of the half -
wave version, 31 per cent. for the
same load.

Should the inductance of the high
voltage winding L2 or its dis-
tributed capacitance and / or the
associated stray capacitances of an
individual model show any appre-
ciable deviation from the original,
the frequency of operation will be
affected, and the fixed capacity in
parallel with C1 will require slight
modification if the correct range of
output voltages is to be obtained.
Correct phasing of Li, L2 and L3 may
be checked by noting that an in-
crease of C1 capacity produces a fall
in E.H.T. output voltage.

A Magnetic Fluid Clutch
ANEW type of electromagnetic

clutch, having extensive appli-
cations and many unique features,
has been developed at the National
Bureau of Standards by Jacob
Rabinow, Chief of the ordnance
mechanics laboratory. The develop-

 ment of this clutch, which is based
on his discovery that frictional
forces between solid surfaces and
certain types of fluid media can be
controlled by application of mag-
netic fields, was part of the work on
the mechanical aspects of the high-
speed electronic digital computers.
The new magnetic fluid clutch is
particularly suitable to applications

in servo mechanisms, automatic
machinery, and other fields where
ease of control and constancy of
characteristics are important. Mr.
Rabinow has assigned all patent
rights for the clutch to the U.S.
Government.

The magnetic field clutch operates
on the following basic principle :
When the space between two
parallel magnetic surfaces is filled
with finely divided magnetic par-
ticles and a magnetic field is estab-
lished between the two plates, the
magnetic particles bind the plates
together against movement parallel
to their surfaces. The magnetic

particles may be finely divided iron
which for most applications, is
mixed with a liquid, such as oil, to
prevent packing and to afford
smoother operation of the clutch.
When a portion of this mixture is
acted on by a magnetic field, the
iron particles are mutually at-
tracted, bind together in the field,
and the mixture " solidifies." As
the magnetic field can be produced
by an electric current, a very simple
means is thus obtained for the con-
trol of the binding force over a very
wide range.

-Technical Bulletin, U.S. Bureau.
of Standards, May, 1948.
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Voltage Stabilisers
DEAR SIR,-The note by Dr.

E. J. Harris on a modified version
of Miller's compensated voltage
stabiliser is particularly interesting;
for relatively little attention has
been given to this aspect of voltage
stabilisers. Attempts to increase the
stabilising action of the simple
voltage stabiliser, by increasing the
gain of the amplifier, can never be
completely successful, since the
signal actuating the control circuits
is obtained from the output voltage
only : this voltage must therefore
remain at a value differing slightly
from the designed figure, so long as
the input voltage or load current
differs from the respective designed
value. Miller's circuit, together
with Dr. Harris's modification, com-
pensates for variations in input
voltage; variations in load current
will still cause the output voltage to
change slightly, to provide a correct-
ing signal.

W. R. Hill' has given a very
valuable review of valve voltage
stabilisers, in which he describes a
simple method of compensating for
variations in both input voltage and
load current; the circuit is shown
in the figure. The voltage divider

R5 applies a fraction of the input
voltage change to the grid of the
control amplifier V2, in series with
the usual control signal derived from
the output voltage change, via RI,
R2. The potential drop developed
across resistor Rn, which is propor-
tional to the load current, is also
applied to the grid of 172, in series
with the two other control signals.

Hill, following Hunt and Hick-
man,' describes the performance of
voltage stabilisers in terms of two
performance factors; the regulation
factor, R = eg et, in = o, which is
a measure of the effectiveness of the
stabilising circuit against input
voltage variations; and the in-
ternal resistance of the stabiliser,
r = -e.1 in, et = o, which is a
measure of the effectiveness against
load current variations : where el
and en are the variational com-
ponents of the input and output
voltages, respectively, and in is the
variational component of the load
current. The derivation of these
factors is based on the experi-
mentally observed fact that, within

CORRESPONDENCE

its useful range, the output voltage
of a valve stabiliser is an approxi-
mately linear function of the input
voltage and of the load current.
Then the variational component Jf
the output voltage is :

en Ret - rio
In the case of the fully compen-

sated stabiliser it is, theoretically,
possible to make both regulation
factor and internal resistance zero
(when en will also be zero), or even
negative. Hill's analysis of the cir-
cuit shows that R = 0 when :

the imperfect characteristics of this
tube contribute largely to the limita-
tion of its practical performance.
The voltage regulator. should be
selected, and operated, for minimum
variational internal resistance and
low noise; an ordinary neon lamp
should on no account be used.-
Yours faithfully,

A. H. SIMONS
Johannesburg.

Proc. 1.R.E., 1945, 33, 3S
Rec. Sri. inst,., 1939, p.

Rs (1+11 gt)(1±P2Rk I 092+ RIMR1+R.
+ Rs (Ri I (R1+R2)) (tu2RL 1 (13,1-RL)) P2R1

R5 is normally much smaller than
gt, and is conveniently made adjust-
able and set experimentally for
R = 0, by observing the change in
the ripple component of the output.

The internal resistance r = 0
when :

RL \( Ri
+ - R2

RG does not affect the insulation of
the rectifier circuits, since it is
normally less than 10 ohms. It
should be made variable and
adjusted in operation; this is
especially important since, in prac-
tice, r may become negative within
the operating range of the stabiliser;
oscillations may then occur, which
can be eliminated by readjustment
of R6.

The analysis assumes that the
circuit behaviour is linear; this is
not exact, so that the regulation
factor and internal resistance will
vary slightly about zero. Hill gives
results for a typical circuit in which
the output remained within ± 0.1
volt, over short periods, for an input
range of 400 volts to 600 volts, at
constant load current; and for a load
current range from 0 mA to 100 mA,
at constant input voltage. Non -
linearity in the amplifier could be
reduced by the application of nega-
tive feedback.

The long-term stability of this cir-
cuit is not so good as that for short
periods, owing largely to instability
in the voltage regulator tube. The
potential performance of the fully
compensated stabiliser is such that

=
(1 + P2Rk)/ (P2 + RL)

R6

The Synch rodyne
DEAR read with interest

the letter from Mr. Langberg in the
April issue of ELECTRONIC ENGINEER-
ING, as I have also been experiment-
ing with the Synchrodyne in place
of the second detector in superhet
communication receivers.

This arrangement possesses many
advantages over both the synchro-
dyne and the superhet, especially at
very high frequencies. The super-
het-synchrodyne not only gives
additional preselection, as pointed
out by Mr. Langberg, but it also
refers the synchronisation to a lower
frequency where it is less subject
to phasing difficulties. A further
very useful property of the super-
synchrodyne is its ability to hold
signals of poor frequency stability
and unintentionally frequency
modulated signals. The method is
ideal for use in the V.H.F. and
microwave parts of the spectrum.

The only real objections to the
system are firstly that it is more
complicated than a straight synchro-
dyne and therefore more costly to
produce. Secondly, it brings back
all the old superhet troubles of
tracking in the R.F. stages and more
especially of second channel recep-
tion in the I.E. strip. To overcome
the latter, the intermediate fre-
quency should be the highest at
which efficient locking can be
obtained; the synchrodyne will then
take care of the selectivity.-Yours
faithfully,

R. C. JENNISON
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The Atomic Energy Research Establishment
Address given by Prof. Sir John Cockcroft on the occasion of the first official Press

Visit to the A.E.R.E. at Harwell, July 19-21,1948.

I HAVE to welcome members of
the Press to -day and to show

them something of the progress
which has been made in two years
in building up atomic energy re-
search in our country.

We took over the Harwell airfield
of the R.A.F. in April, 1946. Since
that time we have been building
large machines in its hangars, con-
verting its barrack blocks to use as
laboratories and building very
elaborate new laboratories for the
more exacting requirements of
atomic energy work.

Our first duty was to equip our-
selves for atomic energy research,
and, in particular, for research in
the development of nuclear re-
actors. The simplest class of
reactors are those built from
graphite and natural uranium.
We had to develop the production
of pure graphite, in Canada and in
this country, and also to produce
pure uranium metal-which is not
at all easy. From these materials
we built in 15 months the simplest
possible pile, developing about
100 kW of nuclear energy-the pile
known as the GLEEP.

For the last 11 months we have
been using this to gain experience
in the operational characteristics of
piles; to produce radioactive
isotopes; to make measurements of
nuclear properties of materials used
in pile technology and to carry out
research.

Future developments will depend
very much on how materials stand
up to the intense bombardment
they receive inside piles. To test
this behaviour we have built a more
powerful pile, which will develop,
6,000 kilowatts of energy and
bombard 60 times as strongly as
the GLEEP. This pile , is a little
larger than the GLEEP. Its uranium
rods are cooled by high speed
streams of air which are snaked
through the pile and ejected up a,
high stack.

On July 3 we loaded the last bars
of uranium metal into the pile.
Electronic instruments recorded the
number of neutrons being produced
and the amount of heat being
developed by the pile. At 3 o'clock,
the instruments recorded 3/10 of a
watt; a little more metal was
loaded and the pile power began to,
grow, showing that the " divergent

point " had been reached. The
power rose more and more rapidly
till at 35 watts safety rods driven by
compressed air were forced in and
shut down the pile as had been
arranged. We have now to go
through a period of testing at low
power before we can start our pro-
gramme of new work.

Simultaneously with pile building
and designing we have been working
on the metallurgical problems which
are key problems in both existing
and future piles. The so-called "hot
laboratory," now being built at the
far end of the site, provides facilities
for chemical work with the intensely
radioactive materials which will
come from the pile. Very efficient
ventilation will sweep away any
radioactive dust and prevent its
being breathed by the chemists.

We are also building laboratories
for chemical engineering and in
particular for experimental work on
the extraction of uranium from low
grade ores.

The immediate objective of the
chemists is to provide information
for the design of the chemical
extraction plant for separating
plutonium from irradiated uranium
metal. There are also associated
problems connected with the separa-
tion, concentration and disposal of
the highly radioactive fission pro-
ducts and longer term problems.

We are building also at Harwell
several particle accelerators; there
is a so-called Van de Graaff genera-
tor which speeds up atoms by 3 to
5 million volts, and there is a giant
cyclotron which will speed particles
up to an energy of 200 million volts.
These machines are required for the
studies of the properties of atomic
nuclei.

In view of the possible hazard
from radiation and radioactive
dusts, very stringent precautions are
taken at Harwell. As a result
of all these precautions, the actual
exposure of staff to radiation is very
well below the safe levels which have
been recommended by the Medical
Research Council, and there has
been no single case of harmful effects
due to radiation.

A research unit of the Medical
Council has been established here
which will be the centre of research
into the biological effects of radia-
tion in this country.

The Royal Society
Scientific Information

Conference

(Continued from page 248)

systems of classification will be the
primary function of the standing
committee to be set up. The
section also considered methods
of photographic reproduction of
various kinds and made recom-
mendations on the suitability of
various processes for different pur-
poses. In this connexion the ques-
tion of copyright was raised and
efforts will be made to enable
libraries and other agencies to
supply photographic copies of
articles to scientists without being
hampered by copyright restrictions.
Machines for the mechanical tabu-
lation and selection of data were
also discussed and considerable
interest was shown in the American
device known as the Bush Selector
which is being developed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
With this instrument it is hoped
that it will be possible to select
items from microfilm and simul-
taneously print enlargements at a
rate of about 60,000 items per
minute. Other topics considered
by Section III included the train-
ing of special librarians and of
scientists in the use of libraries,
the compilation of data tables and
the co-ordination of translation
services.

Section IV was concerned with
reviews and progress reports. It
felt that the importance of these
was not always recognised, and
made general recommendations
encouraging their publication.

Perhaps the most striking impres-
sion gained from the whole proceed-
ings was the extraordinary ignor-
ance of the working scientist of
many of the facilities and services
which are already available to him
in dealing with the literature. Many
suggestions which have been under
discussion for years by those con-
cerned with documentation were
greeted as revolutionary by some
of the delegates. If it has no other
immediate result, the conference
will have served a useful purpose
by making some working scientists
aware of some of the possibilities
of lightening the more tedious parts
of his labours.

C. G. A. HILL
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Switches

SHOWN on the right-hand side of the
adjoining photograph is the A.B. push-

button switch, which can be manufactured
with any number of buttons and to any
electrical specification required, and has
been specially designed for radio receivers.

Below it is the A.H. type 5 amp. all
bakelite toggle switch.

Bottom left illustration is the A.B. LA type
lever switch which is used extensively on
inter -communication telephone equipment,
etc. It is made in two versions, the LA type
which is spring loaded to return automatic-
ally from either direction to the centre
position, or alternatively can be supplied as
a lever switch giving the three positions.

Top left is shown a typical example of the
A.B. Oak H type multi -wafer rotary switch,
a most useful switch for the radio and
electronic instrument designer.

A.B. Metal Products Ltd.,
Feltham, Middx.

Electronic

Equipment
A monthly record of British elec-
tronic apparatus, components,
and accessories, compiled from
information supplied by the
manufacturers. Enquiries should
be sent to the manufacturers at
the addresses given, and it would
be appreciated if this journal
were mentioned as the source
of information.

Oscillograph Recorder
THE " Minirack " Oscillograph Recorder,

(Type MEI5), of which two views
are shown, represents a step forward in
the design of C.R. oscillographs for general
laboratory work. It is built as a desk -type
mobile unit which incorporates the camera,
so that photographic records can be in-
stantly taken of the waveform or diagram
appearing on the tube screen. The 6 -in.
dia. C.R. tube and the principal amplifiers
and time -base are on an inclined panel, and
the auxiliary panels and power supplies are
mounted on lower vertical surfaces. The
camera panel is mounted at the side of the
tube panel, the lens and mirror system being
protected by a cover which excludes light
when recording. Loading, which can be
carried out in daylight, is effected from the
back, using black sleeves. The camera takes
still, continuous -feed and drum records, the
total speed range being from I to 1,000
inches per second, and it uses 70 -mm. wide
photographic film or paper. Time -marking
is obtained by an auxiliary 1.5 -in. dia. C.R.
tube and a valve -maintained fork with
frequency -reducing multi -vibrators pro-
ducing standard frequencies of 10,50, 200
and 1,000 cps. This oscillograph can be
supplied with several types of amplifier.

A radio frequency (2 Mc s) pre -amplifier
employing frequency modulation enables
it to be used with capacitance and inductance
gauges and pickups for pressure, vibration,
or acceleration measurements. Alterna-
tively, an R.C. coupled pre -amplifier can be
supplied for dynamic strain gauge measure-
ments, or, if preferred, a direct coupled
pre -amplifier for temperature -compensated
strain gauge bridges.

Southern Instruments Ltd.,
Fernhill, Hawley, Surrey.
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The Chronotron

A, self-contained direct reading mains -
T.% driven instrument for reading short
time intervals. The model 25A has six

, ranges, controlled by the switch on the
right, the lowest being 0-4 milliseconds
with an accuracy of ± 2%, and the highest

i 0-1000 milliseconds with an accuracy of
l+ 1%. Model 25B is similar but covers
a higher range of values : 0-40 mS to

10-10 S. Timing is effected by opening,
closing, or pulsing the input circuit accord-
ing, to requirements, and the instrument
will operate directly from a photo -cell.

Electronic Instruments Ltd.
17 Paradise Rd., Richmond.

Windsor Model 55A Wobbulator

CHECKS
receiver alignment by visual

tracing of the frequency response curve;
used with a signal generator and oscillo-
graph such as the Taylor 65B and 30A.

The triode section of a triode-hexode
mixer is used as a 4 Mc/s. oscillator, con-
trolled in frequency by an H.F. pentode as
an inductive reactor. Frequency modula-
tion in synchronism with the time base
sweep of the oscillograph is obtained by
feeding the time base output voltage to the
reactor valve, with the amount of frequency
sweep controlled by an input potentio-
meter. Incremental tuning of the 4 Mc/s.
oscillator is provided, directly calibrated for
25 Kcls. on either side of a centre zero for
bandwidth measurement. ' In operation,
the signal fed to the receiver under test is
frequency difference between the external
signal generator and the internal 4 Mc/s.
oscillator, and the audio signal produced
across the signal diode load is fed to the
vertical deflection amplifier of the oscillo-
scope.

A two pin socket provides input con-
nexion for the external signal generator ;
a two pin socket gives the R.F. output, and
two terminals provide input connexion for
the oscillograph time -base input.

The instrument can be operated on either
100/120 or 200/250 volts A.C. 40-100 c/s.

A comprehensive instruction book is

supplied with each instrument.
Dimensions : 124- ins. by 82 ins. by 6 ins.

Weight approximately I 1 lb.

Taylor Electrical Instruments Ltd.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.

New Capacitors

THE new T.C.C. " Hikonol " range of
capacitors has been designed for flash

photography, and has an increased capaci-
tance/volume and weight ratio. The HK28
has a capacitance of 28 uF. and the HK33 a
capacitance of 33 uF. Voltage rating 2.5

KV.D.C. Siz,es : HK28-41 in. by 4A- in. by

3 tg- in. ; HK33-44- in. by 51 in. by 41 in.
Prices £6 10s. and £7 10s. respectively.

The " Cathodray " range of high voltage
capacitors has been improved by the use of

specially developed impregnant. The sizes

remain unchanged.

Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd.
Wales Farm Rd., Acton, W.3.

Screened Coil Pack

A compact screened coil pack measuring
rA3 in. by in. by I in. approximately,with
one -hole fixing and a spindle 11 in. long.

The unit covers the bands 16-50, 200-550,
and 800-2000 metres when tuned with a
365 pF. capacitor. I.F. is 465 kc/s. Price
35s. boxed.

Alternative types are available with
modified waveband coverage for export.

Weymouth Radio Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Crescent Works, Weymouth.

Rotary Mains Switches
OF the A.C. slow make and break type,OF

enclosed in moulded case For
panel mounting, rated at 10 A. 250 V. Two
fixing holes. Type No. RIO, in various
combinations.

Alecro (Msx.) Ltd.
73 Hanworth Rd., Hounslow.
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One Story of Radar
A. P. ROWE

A personal account of the work of the
Telecommunications Research Estab-
lishment by its war -time Chief Super-
intendent. 7 plates. 8s. 6d. net

Principles of Radar
DENIS TAYLOR and

C. H. WESTCOTT

The third monograph in the new
Cambridge series on MODERN
RADIO TECHNIQUE. 12s. 6d. net

Velocity -Modulated
Thermionic Tubes

A. H. W. BECK
The latest addition to the MODERN
RADIO TECHNIQUE SERIES

15s. net

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

THESE ARE IN STOCK
RADIO RECEIVERS AND TRANS-

MITTERS, by S. W. Amos and F. W.
Kellaway. 25s. Postage 6d.

RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK,
by M. G. Scroggie. 12s. 6d. Postage. 4d.

STANDARD VALVES 1947 (Standard
Tele Cables Ltd.). 15s. Postage 4d.- --

RADIO ENGINEERING, by F. E. Terman.
42s. Postage 9d.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS MODULA-
TION AND NOISE, by S. Goldman.
36s. Postage 9d.---

RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN Part I, by
K. R. Sturley. 28s. Postage 9d.

TELEVISION RECEIVER CONSTRUC-
TION (10 Articles from W.W.). 2s 6d.
Postage 2d. ---

ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY TRANS-
MISSION AND RADIATION, by
N. Marchand. 27s. Postage 9d.

THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE HAND.
BOOK. by S. K. Lewer. 6s. Postage 4d.

RADIO MAINS SU- PPLY EQUIPMENT,
by E. M. Squire. 12s. 6d. Postage 4d.

THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE DATA
2s. Postage 2d.- --

TELEVISION, by V. K. Zworykin and
G. A. Morton. 42s. Postage 9d.

We have the finest stock of British and
American radio books in the Country.

THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept. E.7)

19-23, Praed Street, LONDON, W.2.

Valve Technique
D. N. Corfield and P. V. Cundy. (Radio
Society of Great Britain. Price 3s. 6d.)

THIS is an excellent publication,
filling a vacancy which has long

existed despite the flood of valve and
electronic textbooks in recent years.

Valves are now used in such grow-
ing numbers by engineers, physicists,
research workers and similar people
that a small handbook giving the
salient points of application without the
theoretical foundation for the formulae
used will be welcomed. For example,
a mechanical engineer who wishes to
use a thermionic valve in a piece of
industrial apparatus is concerned to
know how the power output varies if
certain constants are changed. Pre-
cisely how the formula is derived is
wasting his time, and amateur -con-
structors and others who want to be
able to apply valves to circuits cor-
rectly without wading through masses
of electronic theory will find exactly
what they want.

A valve manufacturer cannot pos-
sibly include in his catalogue all the
variants of application that may arise
in practice, and the ability to convert
what is given to what is wanted will
be welcomed by many overworked
valvemakers' technical service depart-
ments. It is to be hoped that the
booklet will be widely read by those
who normally prefer to " write to the
makers."

While agreeing with the authors'
approach via the cathode follower to
the negative feed -back problem, the
normal amateur might be expected to
prefer to be conducted to the one
hundred per cent. feed -back st,te in
easier stages.

The handling of the push-pull vari-
ants, classes A, AB, B. etc.. together
with the curves, is admirably done.
The explanation of a method of
producing dynamic curves from static
curves, as found in catalogues, is very
lucid and will solve what has been to
many amateurs rather a closed honk.

The principle of adopting the B.S.I.
and B.R.V.M.A. convention of symbols
is an excellent idea tending towards
uniformity with the valve catalogues.

C. C. McC.

Sound Recording by the Direct
Disk Method

D. O'C. Roe. (Birmingham Sound Repro-
ducers, Ltd. 34 pp., six figures and photo-
graphs. Price 5s.)

THE reviewer understands that one
copy of this booklet is supplied to

each purchaser of a B.S.R. sound
recording equipment. It is, in fact, an
instruction manual for operating the
B.S.R. disk recorder, type DR.33 and
recording amplifier AR.15, but it con-
tains far more than the usual lists of
" how to connect this to that " and
" do's or don'ts " relating to the

BOOK
apparatus, or it would not be worth
reviewing here.

The reader soon appreciates that the
author has practical knowledge and
enthusiasm for his subject, which he has
managed to convey in the few pages of
this booklet. While it may be a plati-
tude to say that " good recordings
are not merely the automatic result
of good equipment, but depend a great
deal upon the skill and experience of
the operator," it is nevertheless true,
and another wise comment that many
private studio recordists should take
to heart is the remark that " in all
monitoring, the great essential is to
learn the characteristics of the micro-
phones and recording equipment, not
forgetting, of course, to check that the
recordings are satisfactory when
played -back on a standard radio -
gramophone."

The author does not perpetuate the
common misnomer " acetate records "
for direct cut lacquer or nitrate records,
but a few minor spelling errors should
be corrected in future editions. For
example, in the Introduction " prin-
cipal " written " principle," and
either " equaliser " or " equalizer "
should be decided on, and not m'xed.
On p. 34 the common mistake of refer-
ring to the Performing Right Society,
Ltd., as the Performing Rights Society,
Ltd. is made, but these slips do not
detract from a text that contains useful
information on studio acoustics, pro-
perties of different types of micro-
phone, typical recording faults, and
practical tips for successful sound
recording.

The text and diagrams are well
printed on fine quality paper, but the
price of 5s. is rather high for this
kind of publication.

D. W. ALDOUS

The Electricity Supply Acts
By J. W. Chant. 262 pp. -- xiii. Stevens
and Sons, Ltd. 25/- net.

IN view of the recent transfer of all
authorised undertakings to the

British Electricity Authority this is an
important and well-timed book.

One third of the book is devoted to
the Electricity Act 1947 and this is
followed by the various Electric Light-
ing Acts and Electricity (Supply) Acts
dating from 1882 to 1945. The Sections
of these earlier Acts are only given in
full where not repealed by the Elec-
tricity Act 1947, but brief notes of the
Clauses so repealed are given for
reference purposes.

The author is a solicitor with long
experience of municipal affairs and of
the workings of a large electric power
company.
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IEVIEWS
Micro -Wave Mixers

,Robert V. Pound. Edited by C. G. Mont-
gomery and D. D. Montgomery. Vol. 16
pf the Radiation Laboratory Series. 381 pp.,
'McGraw-Hill Book Co. U.S.A.) Price $5.50
ii33s. in U.K.).

?/VIIIS book is devoted almost entirely
J1.1 to the crystal mixer used as a

equency-changer in radar receivers
f the super -heterodyne type. The

importance of this type of mixer lies
in its high efficiency (low conversion-
oss) and relatively low noise-factor-
io other type of mixer has so far
Droved as satisfactory in the micro -
nave range. Although simple from a
nechanical point of view the crystal
fixer is far from simple electrically
Ind this book of some 380 pages by no
neans covers all possible aspects of the
lesign; nevertheless the treatment is
.ufficiently thorough to reveal the
emarkable advances in knowledge in
his field which took place during the

lvar years.
The behaviour of a crystal as a

rectifier is first discussed in terms of
r;he barrier -layer theory of semi -con-
ductors, the use of crystals in fre-
iuency-changers is then described.
getwork equivalences for crystal
mixers are given and the use of such
'ietworks as a basis for design is
,xplained. A section is included on
he testing and specification of crystals
(further information on this subject is
riven in Vol. 15 of the Radiation
Laboratory series).

Details are given to the design of
simple crystal mixers for the 10, 3 and
1.25 cm. bands; other chapters deal
with specialised mixers for air -borne
-ombined radar and beacon equipment,
,wo-channel mixers for A.F.C. systems
nd balanced mixers for local oscilla-

.or noise reduction. One chapter (con-
iributed by E. Durand) deals with the
design of A.F.C. systems of various types
'such as the difference -frequency,"

drift -in hunting," " thermal hunt-
ing and absolute -frequency "
types.

A final chapter covers the specialised
techniques involved in the measure-
ment of noise -factor and conversion
loss, and in the testing of A.F.C. systems.

" Micro -wave Mixers " is primarily
a book for the specialist in radar
:receiver design but should also prove
4if value to the designer of micro -wave
communication systems, particularly
?when used in conjunction with other
eolumes in the Radiation Laboratory
Iferies.

+ A minor criticism of the book is the
paucity of references to the original
isources of information, particularly to
British work in this field.

Crystal Rectifiers
Professors Henry C. Torrey and Charles A.
Whitmer. Vol. 15 of the Radiation Lab.
Series. (McGraw-Hill Book Co. U.S.A,
443 pp., 216 figs. Price $6.00. 36s. in U.K.)

rr HE introduction to the book
I briefly traces the development of

crystal rectifiers up to the end of the
war. By then they have become a
stable and compact device, superior in
many applications to the thermionic
diode and unequalled as frequency
changers or detectors for micro -wave
receivers.

" Crystal Rectifiers " is divided into
three sections, following the introduc-
tion. The first of these is an exhaus-
tive treatise in the theory of semi-
conductors and point contact recti-
fiers. The theory of barrier layer
rectification, both for acceptor and
donator regions, Hall effect, and the
general mechanism of point contact
rectification phenomena are discussed
in detail. The authors do not claim
their treatment to be rigorous and
complete. Where observed results are
not in agreement with expectations the
facts are stated, and due prominence
is given to gaps in existing knowledge.

The second and third parts are
devoted to the design, processing,
manufacture and testing of American
rectifiers. Part Two deals with the
centimetric wave frequency convertor
crystal and Part Three with two other
applications. In this connexion it is
interesting to note that the authors
have entitled Part Three " Special
Types " but, since the book was
written, some of these " Special Types "
approach in importance the micro-
wave mixers of Part Two. This remark
may be taken as implying that parts
of the book are " dated," but so,
probably, is any work devoted to a
rapidly advancing subject.

Naturally, all the examples and
almost all the details of manufactur-
ing technique quoted are American.
But the authors give some prominence
to British pioneering and subsequent
development. Tt is, however, to be
regretted that British types are neither
specifically mentioned, nor illustrated
nor is any reason given for the Ameri-
can decision to reverse the polarity of
their standard crystal from the original
British design.

But in general, the authors are to
be congratulated on presenting a very
comprehensive and a iithorita tive
treatise. As they say. data has been
obtained from numerous sources, and it
is, perhaps, inevitable that the infor-
mation should tend to he somewhat
disjointed and overlapped. Even so,
this may be attributed as much to
unevenness of war time research
and development as to unevenness in
the authors' presentation. The book
is worthy of its place as to the first
and. PP to the present, the only work
on the subject.

H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd.

LENDING LIBRARY
Scientific and Technical

Annual Subscription from
ONE GUINEA

Prospectus post free on request

New Scientific and Technical
Books and new editions are

always available
Bi-monthly list of new books
and new editions sent post free

to subscribers regularly

THE LIBRARY CATALOGUE
Revised to December, 1943

containing Classified Index of Authors
and Subjects. Demy 8vo. pp. viii -1- 928
To Subscribers - - 12s. 6d. net
To Non -subscribers - - 25s. net

(Postage 9d.)
Supplement, 1944 to December, 1946
To Subscribers - - 2s. 6d. net
To Non -subscribers - - 5s. net

(Postage 4d.)

LONDON: H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd.
136 GOWER STREET, W.C.I

Telephone : EUSton 4282

RECENT BOOKS

FREQUENCY
MODULATION
ENGINEERING

By C. E. TIBBS,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

Foreword by
L. H. BEDFORD, O.B.E., M.A.

Demy:8vo. 310 pages. 172 figures. 28s. err

THE CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOGRAPH IN

INDUSTRY
By W. WILSON, D.Sc., B.E., M.I.E.i

M.Amer.I.E.E

THIRD EDITION REVISED

Demy 8vo. 264 pages.` 197 figures. I8s net

CHAPMAN & HALL, LTD.
37-39 Essex Street, London, W .C.2

W. J. BRAY J. H. EVANS
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C. R. TUBES

ABSTRACTS OF
ELECTPONIC LITERATURE

Stereoscopic Viewing o! R.C. Tube
Presentation>

(H. A. lams, R. L. Burtner and C. H. Chandler)

This paper describes two methods of
presenting three dimensional informa-
tion on cathode ray tubes. Possible
applications are considered and
examples given showing both oscillo-
grams and radar presentations in three
dimensions. A discussion of the effect
of flicker on stereoscopic viewing is
included.

-RCA Review, March, 1948, p.149.

An Oscilloscope Camera
(H. E. Hale and H. P. Mansberg)

Continuous recordings of oscilloscope
patterns are made on film or paper at
speeds from 1 in. per minute to 5 ft.
per second, a range of 3,600 to 1, using
electronic motor control. Either film
motion or the oscilloscope sweep can
be employed as the time base.

-Electronics, June, 1948, p.102.

Iron -Cored Deflecting Coils for Cathode
Ray Tubes

(A. Woroncow)

A concise theory of the magnetic
circuits of deflecting coils with iron
cores is given, and experimental
results with various types of single -
field and crossed -field coils are des-
cribed. The properties of sensitivity,
inductance, resistance, defocusing and
distortions are considered, particular
attention being paid to coils with
slotted cores.

-Jour. I.E.E., Part 3a, March -May,
1946, p.1,564.

A Precision Time -Base and Amplifier
for Radar Range Measurement
(J. H. Piddington and L. U. Hibbard)

A precision time base for use in a
coastal defence fire -control radar set
is described. The accuracy is about
1 part in 2.000 and the flexibility and
neat method of display make it a use-
ful and versatile time base.

Three variations, derived from this
original time base are also described.

The first of these is a simplified
precision version for anti-aircraft fire -
control radar. The others are for
surface -search radar and aircraft -
warning radar sets and have accuracies
of about 0.3 per cent. and 1 per cent.
respectively.

The four time bases described con-
stitute the display units of nearly all
the radar sets developed in Australia.
Something like five hundred sets have
been built around them.

-Jour. I.E.E., Part 3a, March -May,
1946, p.1,602.

INDUSTRY

New Technique in Glass -to -Metal
Sealing

(J. A. Pask)

The methods of making metal -to-
glass seals described in this article
apply to " Kovar "-to-glass seals.
Data given are for " Kovar " oxidised
at a number of controlled temperatures
and for varying times. The optimum
obtained with a weight gain of .003
to .007 gr. / sq. cm. The powder -
glassing method of making seals
described consists of grinding the
glass, suspending the powdered glass
in a suitable liquid, applying it to the
prepared metal, and fusing to form a
thin glass layer. The glass tube or
bulb is subsequently joined to this
layer as a glass -to -glass seal. Some
examples of applications are given.

-Proc. I.R.E., February, 1948,
p.286.*

Soldering Aluminium Alloys
(F. W. Thomas and E. Simon)

Difficulties encountered in tinning
aluminium have been partly overcome
by vibrating solder at an ultrasonic
rate while applying it to the work.
This disrupts the oxide coating and
enables alloying to take place before
re -oxidation can occur. The opera-
tion is carried out by means of
a valve -driven magneto-striction unit.
Reasons for the selection of such a
unit are analysed, and its charac-
teristics discussed. Features of the
polarising coil are investigated and
operation of the equipment is des-
cribed. The method has been applied
to other metals which are difficult to
solder.

-Electronics, June, 1948, p.91.*
Summarised Proceedings of

Conference on Electron Microscopy
A brief account is given of the

Seventh Conference on Electron Micro-
scopy held at Leeds, September, 1947.
A number of short reports, discussions
and abstracts of papers by various
scientists are included. On the whole,
attention during this occasion was
directed particularly to the applica-
tions rather than to the construction
of the electron -microscope. Two types
of microscope were especially dealt
with : a new French instrument and
the latest M -V. E.M.3 model, a proto-
type of which was demonstrated. A
discussion on the choice of photographic
materials showed that films, especially
the 35 mm. size, are preferable to
plates.

-Jour. Sci. Inst., May, 1948, p.167.*

* Abstracts supplied by the courtesy of Metropolitan -
Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd. Trafford Park, Manchester

M E1kSUREMENT

The Measurement of Delay Distortion
in Microwave Repeaters

(D. H. Ring)
Measuring equipment is described

which is capable of measuring delay
distortion of the order of 10-0 seconds
in a wide band microwave television
relay repeater. Two measuring cir-
cuits are discussed. The first is a
circuit for measuring the relative
phase shift versus frequency from
which the delay distortion may be
computed. The second circuit gives
the delay directly from a single
measurement. The measuring equip-
ment is designed to work in the inter-
mediate frequency range from 50 to
80 Mc/s., but by applying suitable
conversion equipment measurements
can be made at microwave frequencies.

-Bell. Syst. Tech. Jour., April,
1948, p.247.

The Proficorder-An Instrument for
Recording Waviness and Other Surface

Profiles
(E. J. Abbot, E. Rupke)

The instrument described, called a
Proficorder, is used for measuring
surfaces and provides essential data
for the study of surfaces and the
processes by which they are obtained.
By amplifying electrically the output
of a stylus tracer element, it reproduces
the actual profile of a considerable
length of surface, and permits the
study of irregularities of size, shape,
and relative position with respect to
other irregularities. It can also be
used for inspection of surface charac-
teristics in production set-ups. Small
angles relative to a given plane can
also be measured with this instrument.
Components of the instrument are
enumerated, and principles of operation
and functional details are given.
Tests for determining accuracy and
sensitivity of the Proficorder are
described.

-Amer. Soc. Mech. Engrs. Trans.,
May, 1948, p.263.*

Thickness Gauge for Moving Sheets
(J. W. Head)

The device described has been
developed to measure glass and non-
magnetic sheets having thicknesses of
from s in. to 1 in. The material is
passed between the primary and
secondary windings of a measuring
transformer; variations in material
thickness change the coupling and are
indicated by the out -of -balance read-
ing on a bridge. The transformer is
fed at audio frequency. The oscillator,
amplifier, indicator, bridge and power
supply circuits are described, together
with the operation of the instrument.

-Electronics, May, 1948, p.90.*
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DON'T TRY ANY TRICKS
WITH A PUFF ADDER . . .

and if you don't believe us
just ask any Indian fakir
you see walking down the
street and he'll
tell you.

In a similar
vein of thought
don't try any
tricks with
Transformers
under
abnormal conditions,
just make a firm re-
solve to think of
the Parmeko Mercury
series (hermetically
sealed) when you
desperately want
-40c or +100c
or when you're
crazed for 50,000
ft. up or down to
you know where.

Under such con-
ditions just you
try using Trans-
formers which
are not quite
reliable and
you'll start a
chain reaction
or get yourself
puff addered -
get what
we mean ?

PARMEKO OF LEICESTER.
Makers of Transformers for the
Electronic, Signal, Luminous
Tube, Oil Ignition Industries,
etc.

COSSOR
M:ODE,L 1035;

DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOGRAPH

A general-purpose Oscillograph comprising a Double
Beam Tube operating at 2 kV., a Time Base, Y Deflection
Amplifiers and Internal Power Supplies. The traces are
presented over the full area of a flat screen of 90 mm.
internal diameter. Signals are normally fed via the
Amplifiers and provision is made for the measurement of
the applied voltages upon the calibrated Y -Shift Controls.
The Time Base operates repetitively or it can be triggered
from an external source for single -stroke operation or for
continuous scanning at trigger -pulse repetition frequency.
A calibrated X -Shift Control is provided for the measurement
of Time.

Model 1428 CAMERA

Specially developed for use

with Cossor Oscillographs,
it provides the simplest
means of recording stationary
or non -recurrent waveforms
and slow transients by the
moving film method on
standard perforated 35 mm.
film or paper. Of robust
construction it has provision
for power drive by the Cossor
Three -Speed Motor
Attachment, Model 1429.

Further details obtainable on application to
COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DEPT., HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5A. C.
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C.P.20A

AlT AMPLIFIER
for 12 volt battery and A.C. Mains operation. This improved version has switch
change -over from A.C. to D.C. and " stand by " positions and only consumes
amperes from 12 volt battery. Fitted mu -metal shielded microphone transformer
for 15 ohm microphone, and provision for crystal or moving iron pick-up with tone
control for bass and top and outputs for 7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case

with valves.

As illustrated. Price £28.0.0

A.D. 47 10 -valve Triode Cathode Follower AMPLIFIER
For this recording and play -back amplifier we claim an overall distortion of only
0.01% as measured on a distortion factor meter at middle frequencies for a 10 watt
output. The output transformer can be switched from 15 ohms to 2,000 ohms
for recording purposes, the measured damping factor being 40 times in each case.

Full details on request.

" SUPER FIFTY WATT " AMPLIFIER complete in case.
Price 362- Gns.

RECORD REPRODUCER AMPLIFIER complete in case.
Price 251 Gns.

THIRTY WATT " AMPLIFIER complete in case. Price 304 Gns.

VORTEXION LTD.
Telephones: L18erty 2814 and 6242/3

EXPORT

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

257 - 261 THE BROADWAY,
WIMBLEDON, S.W. I 9

Telegrams : VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON

MINIRACK COMPLETE CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOGRAPH EQUIPMENTS

 Single and Multi -channel

 F.M. amplifiers

A.C. and D.C.
Amplifiers

0 Time -Bases

Time -Markers

Recording Cameras

 Pressure and
Vibration pick-ups

We make a wide range of
standard equipments to suit all

purposes.
PLEASE WRITE FOR DE TAILS

Special equipments made to
meet users requirements

SOUTHERN
INSTRUMENTS

LIMITED
FERNHILL, HAWLEY
CAMBERLEY, SURREY

Phone: Camberley 1741
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ALL -POWER
CONSTANT VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES

SPECIAL LABORATORY UNITS

This forward mounting Rack Unit, illustrated
with cover removed, provides a constant output
voltage of 300 D.C. at any current up to 600 mA.
The output impedance is a fraction of an Ohm,
and the residual output ripple is less than 2 mV.

This is only one of the many special Power
Supply Units we are making to customers'
requirements.

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
8a, Gladstone Road, Wimbledon, S.W.I9

Tel. : LiBerty 3303
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STAB
to
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Resistors produced by the cracked
carbon process remain stable to + i%
of initial value.

Tolerances + 1% 2.'"o

Low temperature co -efficient.

Wiwyn
how resistorr?

WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD., WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERM.
Telephone : Welwyn Garden 3816-8.

Designed to supply radio signals to all classes
of amplifiers. Three wavebands. Output,
5 volts across 68o K -ohms. Three valves :
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G. Price : k12 12s., plus
£2 14s. 7d. purchase tax.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT AVAILABLE
WHERE NECESSARY.

Send for full particulars.

R. M, ELECTRIC LTD., TEAM VALLEY, GATESHEAD, 11,
Ackicic46A010k
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Over to you! Designed for rapid
inter-com and widely used in aircraft. The
Type 4o/15.42 is a simple two-way switch, spring biased so
that it automatically returns to one position, normally used for
speech. To listen the user rotates and holds in Position 2.

This switch will find wide uses in civil aircraft and for
inter -office communication on subsidiary stations.
WALTER INSTRUMENTS LIMITED, GARTH ROAD, LOWER MORDEN, SURREY. TELEPHONE: DERWENT 4421 2 - 3

WALTER Type 40
t&o-ue for

ONE OF OVER 2000 ASSEMBLIES
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Joint
and trimmings
in the early ciays Ra(iio the kinti oi-
sleeving then available was facetiously
termed coloured macaroni. Certainly,
some of the grades had little more
insulating power than that commodity.
Research and development now bring
the perfection of Delaflex sleevings in
a variety of plain and multiple colours
to suit the most complex coding
system. Diameters from 0.5 mm. In
Varnished Cotton, Varnished Art. Silk
(Rayon) and Rolled Silk. Optional
metal screening.

NN
' If ex

'insulated sleep flags

DE LA RUE INSULATION LTD., IMPERIAL
HOUSE, 84/86 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1

TELEPHONE : REGENT 2901

TELEGRAMS: DELINSUL, PICCY, LONDON

-POUND FOOLISH

The responsibility of a buyer is to buy in the best

market. Too often this is interpreted as purchasing

from the cheapest source. With resistors this is

usually a fatal policy.

Any premature breakdown of equipment can cost

more in goodwill than will ever be saved by buying

the cheapest resistors. True, the buyer can always

change his source of supply but it may be too late

to save the good name of his own product.

In the long run it is far cheaper to specify-

RESISTORS
THE BRITISH ELECTRIC RESISTANCE CO. LTD.
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX

Telephone : Telegrams :
Howard 1492 Vitroh m, Enfield

D.A. 25 BR2093-TVI
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MARCONI QUARTZ CRYSTALS are made to
satisfy the highest possible standards because
nothing but the highest standards satisfy the
designers of Marconi equipment.

Mounted in an evacuated glass envelope, with
a Type B7G base, Marconi Crystals can now
be supplied to all Manufacturers in the
following ranges :-

75-150 kc/s
200-500 kc/s

2-15 Mc/s
12-35 Mc/s (overtone plates)

Frequency Tolerance .. -01% normal
005% maximum

Temperature Coefficient .. 2 parts in 106 per
degree C.
Enquiries are also invited for other types to suit specific

requirements.

Marconi
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED

(DEPT. E), MARCONI HOUSE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

PHOTO -ELECTRIC

RELAYS

THE BTH Company has had many years'
experience in the development and

manufacture of Photo -electric Relays and
their application to industrial processes.

including :

LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

LIGHTING CONTROL
DIMENSIONAL CONTROL

REGISTER CONTROL

WEIGHING
COUNTING

BURGLAR ALARMS
ETC. ETC.

111

The BTH Company also makes a wide range of
Electronic Aparatus associated with power

equipment for all purposes

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED RUGBY. ENGLAND
A.3749N
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THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO. LTD,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow, London, E.I7

Manufacturers of MICANITE (Built-up Mica Insulation). Fabricated and Processed MICA. PAXOLIN
Laminated Materials. EMPIRE Varnished Insulating Cloths and Tapes. HIGH VOLTAGE BUSHINGS

and TERMINALS. Distributors of Micofiex-Duratube sleevings.
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FROM ONE MILLIONTH OF AN ATMOSPHERE DOWN TO ONE
THOUSANDTH OF A MILLIONTH.

We specialise in the design, manufacture and installation of High Vacuum Gauges, Valves,
Diffusion Pumps, Furnaces, Coating equipment and dehydration units.
High Vacuum from 10-3 to 10-7 mm. is our business, and unique experience acquired in a
world-wide field is available willingly to all those who plan and engineer in this rapidly
developing field of science.
For instance, here are three useful high vacuum testing instruments.

THE B.A.R. THERMOCOUPLE -IONISATION GAUGE CONTROL.
The newly developed Thermocouple -Ionisation Gauge Control, complete
with Thermocouple and Ionisation Gauges, covers the pressure range from
2 x 10-7 mm. to I mm. Hg. Operation is dependable and simple. Ranges

are 10-3-1 mm. and 0-5, 0-1.0, 0-0.1, 0-0.01 microns. The unit is

removable from its cabinet for incorporation in a central panel.

THE B.A.R. ALPHATRON is an ionisation type vacuum imp.
gauge, using the ionising power of alpha particles from a
radium source to measure total pressure of any gas, vapour,
or mixed atmosphere from I /..t to 10 mm. Hg. with instan-
taneous linear response. The B.A.R. Alphatron is quickly
available from batches now in production.

THE B.A.R. THERMOCOUPLE GAUGE CONTROL is a light portable
instrument that may be carried to any part of a plant or system for vacuum
testing. It is compact, rugged and built throughout to withstand hard
industrial use.

Operated from any 230/250 volt, 50/60 cycle supply. This unit gives pressure
indications over a continuous range from I to 1,000/2 Hg. These pressures
are read directly on the microammeter, which is calibrated both in microns
and microamperes. By means of increased filament current and special
calibration, the unit will indicate pressures up to 2 mm. Hg. The gauge is
undamaged by operation at atmospheric pressure.

BRITISH AMERICAN RESEARCH
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS' OF HIGH VACUUM GAUGES  VALVES  SEALS
DIFFUSION PUMPS  STILLS  FURNACES  COATING EQUIPMENT AND DEHYDRATION PLANT

BLOCK E2 HILLINGTON NORTH GLASGOW S. W.
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1/3
1/3
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/9
2/.

18 TOTTENHAM COURT RD

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

We are now able to supply standard
rack equipment from stock.
18 S.W.G. Steel Chassis, 17 in. by
10 in. by 3 in., all corners riveted.
Black gloss finish ... each 4/6
16 S.W.G. Steel Panels, 19 in. by 104 in.
Black crackle finish ... each 5/9
Brackets for use with the above. Black
gloss finish ... ... per pr. 3/9

Enam. copper 26 S.W.G.
28
30

34

38

40 ,, .

ALEC

.,
LONDON, WJ. Phone a M USeum 2453, 4539

SHOP HOURS
MONDAYS -FRIDAYS 9-5-30. SATURDAYS 9-1.

NEW LINES
R.S.G.B. PUBLICATIONS-for the progressive amateur.
The Transmitting Microwave

Licence 9d. Technique 2/-
V.H.F. Technique 3/6 Valve Technique ... 3/6
LF. TRANSFORMERS. Iron -cored high quality
condenser tuned transformers for 465 Kc/s., 1.6 Mc/s. or
10.6 Mc/s. operation. Size, lf in. square by 3 in. high

Price, per pr. 15/.
As above, with centre tapped primary and secondary
465 Kc/s. only, ... each 8/.
As above, with two additional windings for variable
selectivity. Circuit enclosed. 465 Kc/s. only, per pr. 18/6
WIRE. All in 1 lb. reels
Tinned copper 18 S.W.G.

;20

2/2
2/3
2/4
2/6
2/9

... 3/4

... 3/9TRANSFORMERS.
Elstone type MT/7 . Primary 200/230/250 v. Sec., 450.0.450 v. 250 mA, 6.3 v. 5A CT ; 6.3 v. 3A CT5 v. 3A Price £.2 17 0Elstone type MT/9. 200/2:30/2513-v. Sec., 500.0.500 250 mA, 6A CT ; 63 v. 3A CT. Single poleon/off heavy duty panel mtg.

SURPLUS
AMERICAN HOMING ADAPTOR, suitable for
conversion into 144 Mc/s. preselector. Complete with
954 acorns. Size approx. 3r x 3" x 10". Original
set-up 3 R.F. and anode bend detector normally con-
verted to 2 R.F., frequency changer and oscillator.
Converted model may be seen at our premises.

Price, 35/. each, plus 1/6 carriage, etc.
KEYS. The well-known ex-R.A.F. heavy brass key,
type D, complete with moulded case.

Now only 3/6, plus 7d. carriage, etc.
CHOKES. Standard type wire -ended U.H.F. choke,
60 mA. ... ... .. Price 10d.
Standard type wire -ended *S.W. choke, 250 mA.

Price 1/6
PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Flex plug, chassis socket
type. 5 -way, 2/- per pr. ; 7 -way, 2/6 per pr. ; and
10 -way, 3/- per pr.
HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. Moulded case
type at each 6d.
0.1 Mfd., 666 v. ;

............All
Mfd.,1500.v. ; 0.01 Mfd., 4 KV ;

0.01 Mfc. 5 KV 0.03 el., 2.5 KV.
SWITCHES. All absolutely new and unused.
2 wafers, each wafer 1 p., I2 -way. Spindle

I wafer only, 4 p., 3 -way. Spindle length
3 in.
I wafer only, I p., 12 -way Spindle length,
Ito

Price £3 7 d toggle type 15A rating ... . .CHOKES.
Double -pole on/off 10A panel mtg., toggleStewart 5 H 250 mA fully shrouded type with wire ends ... ... Price £1 3 6 switch in black bakelite. Back open ...

OUR TELEVISOR LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE-Send stamped and addressed envelope for copy.STOCKISTS OF VALVES, BATTERIES, TEST EQUIPMENT (H.P. terms available) AND RADIO COMPONENTS OF ALL TYPES.

Price 3/6

3/3

3/-

3/6

2/6

00mnns
THE

A /&'"4---.._.-t-deb:0' INSTRUMENT FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS

AND 'QUALITY' ENTHUSIASTS
This outstanding instrument marks a further important stage in
the development of faithful sound reproduction. The patented
twin diaphragm assembly* and high magnetic flux togetheraccount for the excellent overall frequency and transientresponse. Provided that the electrical input is faultless, every
inflexion of the human voice is rendered with startling realism,and the natural range and contrast of the orchestra are strikinglyre-created. It is absolutely essential to use this Loudspeaker
with equipment which has been specifically designed for High
Fidelity reproduction, as it will reproduce everything fed to it,including any distortion that may be present. For all normalrequirements we recommend our standard 12 in. model T2.
Please send for illustrated folder A.88 giving full technical details;

* British Patent No. 451,754. Other patents pending.
FIDELITYG NOTE. To obtain the best results from the. Axiom TwelveLoudspeaker it is important to use a first class output transformer,

correctly designed to match the equipment. Goodmans type H4Transformers fulfil these conditions, being wound to individual
load requirements. They can be supplied at short notice.

EFFICIENCY

This sectional diagram of the Axiom.Twelve unit illustrates thePwin exponential
diaphragms with seamless moulded centrecone of extreme lightness and rigidity. Asingle speech coil drives the two dia-phragms, which are coupled through amechanical compliance. This achieves a

perfectly smooth cross -over without anyelectrical filter network.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., LANCELOT,ROAD,
WEMBLEY, MIDDX. 'Phone: Wembley 4001. Telegrams: "Goodmans, Wembley 4001"
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Measuring Inductance of choke
and transformer windings

under working cons id ions

Windings having inductances between 100 m/Hys.
and 5,000 Hys. can be measured when carrying D.C.
up to 100 milliamps by using an external source and
connecting as shown. The use of a high impedance
choke in series with the source is neces-
sary to avoid short circuiting
the detector input.

Wayne,
Kerr

COMPONENT BRIDGE B 101

Capacity: 5 pfd. to 500 mfd, in eight ranges
Resistance: 5 ohms to 500 Mn in eight ranges
Inductance: 0'1 Hy. to 5000 Hys. in four ranges
Leakage 0 to 1'5 mla Q: 0 to 30
Precision Comparator Price 26 Guineas

THE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. PHONE MALDEN 2202

The new range of U .I.0 Hermetic Seals guarantees

air and moisture -tight sealing even with permanent

pressure differences
of up to 20 lbs. A specially

developed metallizing
technique ensures excellent

adhesion between metal coating and ceramic body

and permits soldering at temperatures between

220°C and 310°C. Full particulars of flashover

voltages, current carrying capacity and behaviour

at reduced pressure are available on request.

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD. OAKCROFT RD. TOLWORTH SURBITON SURREY
Telephone : Elmbridge 5241 (6 lines) Telegrams : Calanel, Surbiten
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We are pleased to announce to the PUBLIC and the TRADE that the following new T.C.C. condensers are nowin STOCK and available for Immediate delivery.

3 3 *0/0 DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE
MOULDED MICA Each
CM2ON 100pF ... 1/2
CM2ON 200pF
CM2ON 300pF 1.2
CM2ON 500pF 1!6
CM2ON I000pF 19
M2N 2000pF 2;3
M3N 3000pF ...
M3N 5000pF ... 3,-
M3N I0000pF ... 4/6
M3GO 0.00ImF 1500 v. 38

DRY ELECTROLYTIC Each
CE34P 4-4mF
CE27P 8-8mF . 7;6
CE28P 16-8mF 9 -
CE37P 16-16mF 11,-
CE37P 24-I6mF 12 -
CE38P 8-8-8mF 11 -
CE39P 16-8-8mF . 12j6

C.R. CAPACITORS
CP56Q0 0.01 mF
CP58Q0 0.1 mF

Each
76

15 -

DRY ELECTROLYTIC
CE26L 16mF 350v.
CE29L 30mF 350v.
CE37P 32mF 450v.
CE37L 30-30mF 350v.
CEIOP 8mF 500v.
CE14P 16mF 500v.

922 8mF 600v.
512 4mF 500v.
512 8mF 500v.

CE29P 16mF 450v.
V3 Clips .

543 0.0005mF
543 0.001 mF
543 0.002mF
543 0.005mF
543 0.0ImF
543 0.02mF
543 0.05mF
543 0.ImF
543 0.25mF
343 0.5mF

CM30 500pF Mica disc
CC30A 2pF Ceramic
CC30Y 15pF Ceramic
CC30Y 47pF Ceramic ...
CE7OB 30inF ISv. Picopack
CE3OB 2OmF 12v. Picopack
CE3ON ImF 350v. Picopack

1'6
2-
26
I4
1 3
I9
29
26
26

Each
49
66

10 -
12 -
6 6
96

15 -
7 -
8 -
6 -
0 C-

O 10
O 10
0;10
O 10
O 11

MICROPACKS Each
CE6I D 50mF 50v.
CE32C 25mF 25v.
CE32B 50mF 12v.
CEI9P 8mF 450v.

4,-
2'9
2 9
4;6

METALMITES Each
CP3OS 0.001mF 500v. . 1/9
CP3OS 0.002mF 500v. ... 119
CP3 1 N 0.005mF 350v. 1/8
CP32N 0.0ImF 350v. . 1/8
CP32S 0.005mF 500v. .. 1/10
CP33S 0.0ImF 500v. 1/10
CP34S 0.02mF 500v. . 1/10
CP35N 0.05mF 350v. 2/-
CP36S 0.05mF 500v. 2/I

1 2 CP37N 0.ImF 350v. 2/3
CP33N 0.02mF 350v. 1/9

METALPACK Each
CP47N
CP45N
CP47\N
CP47S
CP91 N

0.5mF
0.ImF
0.ImF
0.25 mF 500v.
ImF

21
26
2 10
4 -

TELEEERADIO (1943) LTD.
I77a & 2119 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

'Phone : AMB 5393 PAD 6116 and 5606.

Coo IN'
gillA$1117

R THE
"IEIECTRONIC ENGINEERINd

TELE, VV5C":L

In their aim for quality and reliability the
designers of this Home Built Televisor
chose Gardners chokes and transformers.
Here once again, is proof that when only
the best is good enough. Gardners com-

ponents meet every need.

Extensive research, modern design and
efficient manufacturing methods all com-
bine to ensure a performance that is

unsurpassed.

GARDNERS
SOMERFORD "

TRANSFORMERS
AND CHOKES

full details on request
GARDNERS RADIO LIMITED
Somerford, Christchurch, Hants.
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New 60 watt Amplifier T 663 B

THE TRI X ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
1-5, Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road
London, W.I. 'Phone : MUSeum 5817.
Grams & Cobles : "Trixadio, Wesdo, London."

AMPLIFIERS  MICROPHONES  LOUDSPEAKERS

Have You had Your Copy of
'Engineering Opportunities " ?

Whatever your age or
experience-you must read
this highly informative guide
to the best paid Engineering
posts.

The Handbook contains
particulars of A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
and other important En-
gineering Examinations, and
outlines home -study courses
in all branches of Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical,
Automobile, Radio and
Aeronautical Engineering,
Government Employment

Draughtsmanship, Building
and Plastics Matriculation, etc.

WE GUARAN TEE,
"NO PASS-NO FEE"

If you are earning less than £10 a
week you cannot afford to miss

reading " Engineering Opportuni-
' ties." It tells you everything you want to know

to secure your future. Write for your copy
of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts
NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
337E, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18, 19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I

Partribge 1Rews3
REMOVAL

Our offices at Petty France are now
closed and we wish to bring to your
notice our new address at Brixton, as
shown below. Pending the completion
of our new modern transformer factory,
our offices, stores and works will now be
located at this address.

* * * *
LONDON SALES

OFFICE
For the benefit of our many friends we
have made arrangements for the
immedizte supply from stock of small
quantities of our standard components.
These can be collected from our address
at King's Buildings, Dean Stanley Street,
Millbank, Westminster, S.W.! (250
yards from Big Ben). Hours: 10 a.m.
to 1.0 p.m. and 2.0 to 5.30 p.m. (Mondays
to Fridays only). Kindly note this
address is for stock sales only, and all
correspondence and other inquiries
should be sent to Peckford Place.

Telephone: Brixton 6506

PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD

PECKFORD PLACE, LONDON, S.W.9

POTENTIOMETERS

RELIANCE
Type T.W.W;reWound

Rating r Ranges
5 Watts Max. I 5-100,000 0 Max. (linear)

(linear) j 50- 50,000 S2 Max. (graded)
3 Watts Max. I 100- 10,000 52 Non-ind.

(graded)
Type S.G. Composition
I Watt Max. 2,000 ohms to 5 megohms
CHARACTERISTICS : (both types) linear, log
semi -log., inverse log., non -inductive, etc.

Full details from

RELIANCE
Manufacturing Co., (Southwark) Ltd.
Sutherland Rd. Higham Hill, Walthamstow E.17

Telephone : Larkswood 3245

NEW G.P.12
CRYSTAL PICK-UP
with permanent sapphire stylus
-was fully described in The Wireless
World's recent article " Crystal Pick-
ups - Basis of Design for Fidelity
Reproduction."
This remarkable pick-up, which repre-
sents the ultimate in high-fidelity
reproduction, is now available in
limited quantities through your rad o
dealer, price 104/- incl. P.T.

FREE ILLUSTRATED
FOLDER describing this
new pick-up may be ob-

tained by returning the
coupon below.

r - TO COSMOCORD LTD.
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.

I NAME

ADDRESS ....

L-1 E.E.

Liquid
S ilver

We beg to announce our
change of address to
larger premises at :

42, TOWNGATE STREET,
POOLE, DORSET

Telephone No. Poole 872-3
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a To

Typical Vacuum
impregnated

Transformer of SEM design

SEM transformers
and smoothing
chokes ranging from
10 VA to 10 KVA
incorporating such
features as :-

Silent operation,
 High electrical

efficiency and

 Over -load re-
serve power,

 Robust Con-
struction, etc.

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS LTD.
have specialised for over 30 years in making electricalmachinery and equipment and are experienced inthe design and manufacture of the above products.
BECKENHAM, KENT, ENGLAND

GrPahmosn.e:'

Aecn hcr 0066BeBeckenham&1112

London Office:
Terminal House, 52 Grosvenor Gdns. S w.I. Phone : SLOane 0411

NEW TYPES FOR

MIDGET RECEIVERS
HEARING AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL
INSTRUMENTS

ETC.

THE SCIENTIFIC
VALVE

BRITISH MADE

Hi /A( LIMITED Greenhill Crescent. Phope.HARROW
Harrow on the Hill.Middx. 0895

s'''%"461/11/1110

Manufacturers of

LOUDSPEAKERS

LAMINATIONS
IN NICKEL ALLOYS

AND SILICON IRON

SCREENS FOR
ELECTRONIC USES

IN ALL GRADES OF
NICKEL

ELECTRICAL SOUND & TELEVISION PATENTS LTD.
12 PEMBROKE STREET, LONDON, N.I. - TERMINUS 4355
2/4 MANOR WAY, OREHAM WOOD, HERTS - ELSTREE 2138

Small Geared MOTOR
UNITS

- O
At/

4pt41, 4,0

10,

qt
Rs

MRs141,4;114 P16,4'
rIG -4,4,

s,44,

ot4,4. woR,_
r4 4,0.11410

4'64ype vt4.4,41004.4
,Ifok 40 a tv4,o.

TO4v0 4i/is CifesCO,vT,

Sozotil'Oqh.

isteti 1411/0t,;Y° ,44.4'1/20
04,- 'ER ,,,"°/ri- "'/41c

Octss ST/op ,

et

.4

Drayton "R.Q." Motors are supplied reversing
or continuous running, with or without self -
switching for 100/110 or 200/250 volts A.C.
Final Shaft Speeds: 600 r.p.m./27 min. per rev.
Torque: 60 in. lbs. Consumption : 25 W.

Send for List M 302-I

The DRAYTON `11.Q
Drayton Regulator and Instrument Co. Ltd.,West Drayton (West Drayton 2611) Middx
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INQUIRIES FOR

SiCiltitte
'MOULDED RUBBER

ARTS ARE INVITED

From the Engineering, Electrical
and Motor Industries for . . .

Special Moulded Parts in Natural
and Synthetic Compounds.

HE HARBORO RUBBER CO. LTO. MARKET HARBOROUGH

(144# ez44

CHASE PRODUe,C5
27 PACKINN ON ROAD, LONDON

NGINE MG) IC

W,3. ADORN 1153-4

'BRAY CERAMIC INSULATORS'
H.F.Coni f d' I Ifor. L.F, and ppnen also, capaci or le ec ins

mode by

GEO. BRAY g CO.. LTD. LEEDS. 2
Esioblished 1863 Phone Leeds 20981

NISVIDNIStri
A t

PERMANENT 1VIAGNETS

To the user of permanent
magnets in the widest
possible variety of appli-
cations we can offer
assistance in selecting
the right magnet and
type of magnetic mater-
ial. Our contribution to
the development of per-
manent magnets is
most extensive and we
conduct continuous re-
search into their im-
provement.
Write for a copy of
Darwins Magnet Book.

TINSLEY SHEFFIELD
M. 14
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WORTH YOUR

ATTENTION!
Large selection of Wireless Sets, Receiversand Transmitters. Connexions, trans-formers. Voltage regulators, fuses, fuseboxes, suppressors, cable, I to 14 -core.

Bell wire, single and twin.

Write or phone TO -DAY for full details to:

ROBERTSON
(EDI NBURGH)

General Merchants, Importers & Exporters43-50 Giles St., Leith, Edinburgh, 6.
Leith 36132

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment, Converters, Recorders,
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very attractive

prices.

We buy good modern used equip-
ment of all types for spot cash.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Tel.: GER 4447 and GER 8582.

INFRru, RED
IMAGE

CONVERTER
TUBE

This is a highly sen itive photocell, which,in addition to ordinary ray control
operations, can be used for the direct
conversion of infra -red into visible light.Price 14/6, post and insurance 1/6 extra.

Send S.A.E. for explanatory leaflet.

W. D. SALES
10 Electron House, Ruislip, Middlesex.

O l, 0K,O6
-atect ifa acitlart

9edirotiall Radii dept.

New secoallirmel
Books on eery slihjet

We BUY Books,tool

119-125 C1AARV6G
CROSS RD

LONDON WC2
Lerrx,rd 5640 (i 4 lrftej OP00 1-6 .,ne

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Advance Components, Ltd. .. .. 15Airmec Laboratories, Ltd... 4All -Power Transformers, Ltd. .. 19Bray & Co., Ltd., George .. .. 31British American Research, Ltd. .. 25
British Electric Resistance Co., Ltd. .. 22British Institute of Engineering Tech-

nology .. .. .. .. 29British N.S.F., Ltd. .. .. .. 11
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd. 23Hullers, Ltd. .. .. .. .. 10
Cambridge University Press .. 270Chance Bros., Ltd. .. . .. t4Chapman & Hall, Ltd. .. .. 271Chase Products (Engineering), Ltd. 31Cosmocord, Ltd. .. .. .. 29Cossor, Ltd., A.G. .. 17Darwins, Ltd... . .. 31Davis Supplies, Ltd., Aiec 26Decca Record Co., Ltd. .. .. 32De La Rue Insulation, Ltd. .. .. 22Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. 30Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. . .. 7Electrical Sound & Television Patents 30E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd, 14E.M.D.O., Ltd. .. 32Fox, Ltd., P. X. .. .. 19Foyles .. .. .. .. . 32
Furzehill Laboratories, Ltd. Cover iiiGardners Radio, Ltd. . . 28
General Accessories Co., Ltd. .. 13General Electric Co., Ltd. .. 8Goodmans Industries, Ltd. 26Harboro Rubber Co., Ltd. 31Hivac, Ltd. .. 30Hopton Radio .. .. .. .. 32Johnson, Matthey & Co., Ltd. . . 6Leland Instruments, Ltd. .. .. Front CoverLewis & Co., Ltd., H. K. .. .. . 271
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. 23
Measuring Instruments (Pullin), Ltd. .. 15
Melton Metallurgical Laboratories, Ltd. 29
Micanite & Insulators Co., Ltd. .. .. 24Modern Book Co. .. .. .. 270Mond Nickel Co., Ltd. .. 13Muirhead & Co., Ltd. .. .. 5Mullard Electronic Products, Ltd. 3Painton & Co., Ltd. .. 6Parmeko of Leicester . 17
Partridge Transformers, Ltd. . 29Pell Control Ltd., Oliver .. 32Philips Electrical, Ltd. .. . Cover ii
Reliance Manufacturing Co. (Southwark) 29R.M. Electric, Ltd. .. 20
Robertson (Edinburgh) .. 32
Rogers Development Co. .. 32
R.T.S. Electronics, Ltd. .. 2
Savage Transformers, Ltd. . 14
Small Electronic Motors, Ltd. 30
Southern Instruments, Ltd. .. 18
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. Cover iv
Sunvic Controls, Ltd. 12
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd. .. .. 9
Telegraph Construction & Maintenance 15
Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd. 28Transradio, Ltd. .. 14Trix Electrical Co., Ltd. 29Tufnol, Ltd. .. .. .. 16
United Insulator Co., Ltd, 27
University Radio, Ltd. .. 32Vortexion, Ltd. .. .. 18
Walter Instruments, Ltd. . .. 21
Wayne -Kerr Laboratories, Ltd. .. 27W.D. Sales .. .. .. . 32
Welwyn Electrical Laboratories, Ltd. .. 20
Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd. 15

F.,M111-
Q U A z/2 \1le,ILITY

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
A.F. TRANSFORMERS
SMOOTHING CHOKES

THERMAL DELAY SWITCHES
SLIDER RESISTANCES

111.a. by

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW. BURRAGE RDA D.: 5.E. I B:

rehiphont . Woolwich 1422

DECCA FREQUENCY TEST RECORDS
The following Decca Records are now available
with calibrations given in decibels on the labels.

Price 4/9 each plus Purchase Tax 2'1
Gliding tone, range 14,000 to 10
c.p.s., ffrr characteristics ... K 1802
Side A : Gliding tone 14,000 to
3,000 c.p.s., constant velocity
Side B : Gliding tone 3,000 to 10
c.p.s., constant velocity to 300 and
constant amplitude 250 to 10 c.o.s. K 1803
Side A : Steady tone in bands,
constant velocity, 14,000 to
5,000 c.p.s.
Side B : Steady tone in bands,
constant velocity, 4,000 to 400 and
constant amplitude 250 to 30 c.p.s. K 1804

THE DECCA RECORD CO., LTD.,
London, S.W.9 Phone : RELiance 3311

Television at its Best
With the Q5R9 Wide Band Folded Dipole
aerial, with reflector (Pat. No. 14192/48).
* Wide band pick-up.
* Full resolution of side bands.
* Optimum match over the entire band.
* Constant back attenuation over entire band.
* Constant reflector gain over entire band.* Ease of erection ; robust, light construction.
No matter how good the receiver, the quality
of the picture depends on the voltages pre-sented to it by the aerial. The Q5R9 folded
dipole faithfully passes on all the radiated
signals.

Technically, the most excellent aerial available
Send for particulars.

E.M.D.O., Ltd.,
Ace Works, Moor Lane, Staines.

PRICE REDUCTIONS ON THE
" E.E. TELEVISOR"

Complete resistor kit, all W.W. E s. d.
and Carbon fixed resistors ... 2 2 0Potentiometer kit ... 2 5 0

Capacitor kit A, exactly to speci-

Capacitor kit B, includes less
expensive paper tubulars etc.... 6 IS 0Set of four chassis

EF50s, guaranteed and tested, each 7 6
EA50s, guaranteed and tested, each 4 6

Also complete range of E.H.T., H.T., and
Line transformers, focus and scanning coils,valves, chokes, etc.

Detailed list available on request.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
106, Heath Street, Hampstead, N.W.3.

Telephone : HAMpscead 6901

8 S 0

LINEAR POTENTIOMETERS
Berco Type MIO

A.S.E. Inspected
Ideal for bridge type instruments

1,000 ohms 10 watt ... 49 ea.50 K. ohms 10 watt Si- ea.
MAGSLIPS

2 -in. receiver type, 50 c.p.s. 50 v. operation,
25, - ea.

SEISM MOTORS
.

Limited quantity 200 230 volt type 50 c.p.s.
Enquiries invited, 33 9 ea.All goods post free and guaranteed.Full technical data supplied on request

HOPTON RADIO
I, Hopton Parade, Streatham
High Road, London, S.W.I6
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CHECK THESE FEATURES

4/ D.C. amplifiers on X and Y axes
Symmetrical or Asymmetrical

Input

4/Instantaneous Shifts
4/Expansion of Time Base
4/Video Frequency Response
4/Automatic Synch
4/ Green, Blue, after -glow Screens

4/ Time Base 0.2 c/s-150 Kc/s.

LABORATORIES LTD
BOREHAM WOOD, HER TS
TELEPHONE ELSTREE I I 3 7



American
Type

`..300A,304B

40 watts
directly

heated
A.F. Amplifier

A

SO watts
Thoriated

Tungsten
filament

R.F.

Aug

al 7.1

Type

4300A

4304CA

NM

834
50 watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
R.F.

242A

4304CA

85 watts
Thoriated

Tungsten
filament

A.F.

21IA
85 watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
A.F.

212E
275 watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
A.F.

270A

357A

228A

-
=

-
RK.34

American
Type

350
watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
R.F.

350 watts
Thoriated

Tungsten
filament

R.F.

5 kW Tungsten
Filament.

Water-cooled

S watts
Double

Triode.
Indirectly

heated

American
Type

282A

260A

4242A
4242A*

4212E

4270A

Statalard
Valve

EQUIVALENTS

OF

4228A
AMERICAN

TYPE

4074A

TUBES

TETRODES

Standard
Type

pr

70 watts
Thoriated

Tungsten
filament

4282A

100 watts
Thoriated

Tungsten
filament

BEAM
POWER

TETRODES
srandardType

807
25 watts

indirectly
heated

813
100 watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

simmomommi
American

Type

American
Type

274A

866/866A

872 8008
HCMV.

P.I.V.
20 kV Average

current
1.25A

869B
HCMV.

P.I.V.
20 kV Average

current
2.5A

222B
Water-cooled

high vacuum

P.I.V.
45 kV

RK.20

RK.28

803

filament
R.F.

4357A

PENTODES
60 watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
R.f.

100
watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
R.F.

100
watts

Thoriated
Tungsten

filament
R.F.

RECTIFIERS

T[Standardype

High vacuum
full wave

Oxide
-coated

filament
4274A

HCMV.
P.I.V.

10 kV Average
current

0.25A L
2V/400A

40648

4078A

4222B

4260A

StandardType

4052A

4069A
4069A

* 7

TYPES
MARKED*

ARE
NOT

EXACT

EQUIVALENTS

American
COLD

CATHODE
TUBES

5randrei

Type

Type

complete do to Write to :

G180/2M

43I3C

Gas-filled
relay

and stabiliser

313C dDepartment
OD3I'VR

ISO
Gas-filled

stabiliser,
stabilised

voltage
150V

,
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